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P REFACE

Dear Colleagues,
After a 1-year postponement due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it is with great pleasure that
we welcome all of you to Crete for the 26th meeting of the International Colour Vision Society. This year’s meeting will also be an opportunity to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the
Society, formerly known as the International Research Group for Colour Vision Deficiencies
(IRGCVD).
It has been a long three years since the last ICVS meeting in 2019, and definitely, the last two
years have been challenging and taxing to many of us in many aspects: scientific and not. However, as we all showed resilience, this year, we welcome to Heraklion researchers from 4 continents and 22 countries with interests ranging from retinal physiology and colour vision testing
to cortical mechanisms. More importantly, almost one-third of this year’s attendees are colour
vision scientists in-training that will form the Society’s core in the coming years.
Albeit smaller in numbers than previous ICVS meetings, we believe that the scientific program
will be as stimulating as ever, and the social program will offer ample opportunities to meet
old friends and make new ones. We also hope you will all experience the Cretan warmth and
hospitality, gastronomy, and its abundant natural beauties.
Last but not least, we would like to thank everybody who contributed to the realization of this
year’s meeting over the span of the last three years; the organizing and scientific committees, the
ICVS Officers, our support organization, and sponsors.
The Organizing Committee
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V ERRIEST M EDALIST 2022

P ROFESSOR PAUL R. M ARTIN , P H .D.

The 2022 Verriest Medal will be awarded to Professor Paul Martin. Professor Martin did his
doctoral work in physiology at the University of Sydney, Australia, and then postdoctoral fellowships in Germany at the Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry in Göttingen and the
Max Planck Institute for Brain Research in Frankfurt. In 1992, he returned to the University of
Sydney, before moving in 2003 to the University of Melbourne as a Professorial Research Fellow
and Director of Research in the Department of Optometry and Vision Sciences. He returned to
the University of Sydney in 2010 where he is Professor of Experimental Ophthalmology.
Professor Martin’s work concentrates on early visual processing in primates. His work on visual
signals in magno-, parvo- and konio- cells in the primate retina and lateral geniculate nucleus is
internationally acclaimed and highly influential. The significance of his scientific advances is amplified by his talent for presenting complex results in an easily understood manner for scientific
and non-scientific audiences alike. He has generously served on boards of many funding organizations, in editorial positions at Visual Neuroscience and Vision Research, and on the ICVS
Board of Directors. A prolific mentor, he has trained more than 25 Ph.D. students and postdoctoral researchers.
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Friday July 1
Session: Retinal Physiology & Mechanisms
Moderator: Kenneth Knoblauch

Time: 15:00-15:15

10. Morphology and Central Projections of Colour-Coding Cells in Marmosets
Ulrike Grunert1 , Sammy C.S. Lee1 , William C. Kwan2 , Inaki C. Mundinano2 ,
James A. Bourne2 , Paul R. Martin1
1

University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW, Australia, 2 Monash University, Melbourne, VIC,
Australia

At least 17 morphological retinal ganglion cell types have been identified in primate retina. Of
these, midget ganglion cells are considered involved with red-green colour vision and small bistratified cells contribute to blue-yellow colour vision. The remainder comprises parasol cells and
cells, which are collectively known as widefield ganglion cells. The colour-coding ganglion cells
are known to project to the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), which relays colour signals
to primary visual cortex. Here we asked whether these colour-coding cell types also project to
other subcortical centres including the superior colliculus (SC) and the inferior pulvinar (PIm)
in the common marmoset monkey, Callithrix jacchus. Deeply anaesthetised adult marmosets received tracer injections into the parvocellular, magnocellular, or koniocellular layers of the LGN;
the superficial layers of the SC, the medial subdivision of the inferior PIm and (in one case)
the pretectum. The animals were sacrificed, and the retinas dissected. The morphology of retinal ganglion cells was revealed either by photofilling or by intracellular DiI injections. Midget
ganglion cells were identified after tracer injections into the parvocellular LGN and small bistratified cells were identified after tracer injections into the koniocellular LGN. Parasol cells were
identified after retrograde labelling from magnocellular LGN as well as the superior colliculus.
Nearly all widefield ganglion cell types were found to project to the koniocellular LGN as well
as the SC and the PIm. The two ganglion cell types involved with colour vision project to the
LGN exclusively whereas parasol and widefield ganglion cells target additional subcortical visual
centres.
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Friday July 1
Session: Retinal Physiology & Mechanisms

Time: 15:15-15:30

11. A Neurobiological Model That Predicts the Spectral Position and Variability
of Unique Hues
Dragos Rezeanu, Maureen Neitz, Jay Neitz
University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA
The nature of the non-reducible unique hues -red, green, yellow, and blue- has been dubbed
‘one of the central mysteries of color science.’ Any theory that describes the biological basis
of the color opponent channels must predict and explain the spectral locations of the unique
hues based on known properties of our visual system and our world. There have been several
attempts to create a three-stage model of color vision, in which the first stage is comprised of
the cone spectral sensitivities, the second stage combines these into L vs M and S vs (L+M)
opponent axes, and a third, cortical stage combines these outputs using various cone weights
and ad hoc constants to produce the unique hues. In this investigation we present a new threestage model based on known synaptic mechanisms in the outer retina that accurately predicts the
spectral positions and variability of the unique hues while relying on only a single assumption:
the second-stage cone-opponent mechanisms must be normalized to equal energy white. No
arbitrary constants are required. This model is an evolution of a theory from our laboratory, which
proposes that S-cone signals are injected into midget bipolar cells to produce the Red/Green
(RG) and Blue/Yellow (BY) color axes. Unlike previous multi-stage models, our second stage
is the result of L vs M center-surround opponency at the level of the L and M cone terminals
mediated by HI horizontal cells and S vs (S+L+M) center-surround opponency at the level of
the S-cone terminals mediated by HII horizontal cells. Once each of these mechanisms have
been independently normalized to equal energy white, they are combined without additional gain
factors by a feedforward synaptic mechanism from HII horizontal cells to midget bipolar cell
dendrites to produce the RG and BY color axes. We show that the model predicts a variety of
attributes of our color vision including the difference in variability of unique green compared to
unique yellow and the key spatial characteristic required of color detectors, namely: they mediate
color contrast but do not respond to black-and-white edges. Stockman & Brainard wrote that ‘the
four chromatic hues cannot be related in a simple way to cone-opponent stages of processing’
(OSA handbook of optics; 2010). But if we let go of the assumptions that the S-cone contribution
must come from small bistratified ganglion cells and that the third stage must occur in the cortex,
a simple and accurate three-stage model is possible.
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Friday July 1
Session: Retinal Physiology & Mechanisms

Time: 15:30-15:45

12. Fixational Eye Movements and Variation in the L:M Cone Mosaic
Allie C. Hexley1 , Sarah E. Regan1 , Laura K. Young2 , Hannah E. Smithson1
1

University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, 2 Newcastle University, Newcastle,
United Kingdom

Even during fixation, the eye is in constant motion, continually resampling the retinal image. To
investigate whether fixational eye movements (FEMs) are adaptive to task demands, we exploit
the naturally occurring asymmetry in the relative numbers of L and M cones (L:M ratio of ≥
2:1). If FEMs are adaptive to the task, an M-isolating stimulus near the acuity limit should
elicit more FEMs than an L-isolating stimulus, to achieve the same effective cone sampling by
translating the sparser M-cone array further than the denser L-cone array. L:M cone ratio is also
known to vary widely between individuals (Hofer et al., 2005). Therefore, if FEMs are adaptive
within an individual, we would predict that individuals with a high L:M ratio make relatively
more FEMs when viewing M-isolating stimuli than individuals with lower L:M ratios, as the
relative benefit of resampling the M-submosaic would be greater for individuals with sparser Mcone arrays. To test these hypotheses, we recorded FEMs via AOSLO for a 2 s period, while
participants completed an acuity task with either L-isolating or M-isolating stimuli. Participants
were asked to report the orientation of a Landolt-C with a gap size of 2.8 arcmin, presented for
500 ms, at the individual’s threshold contrast (as determined during a pre-screening experiment)
and 0.5 log units above and below that value. FEM traces were recovered from the AOSLO image
sequence via an optical flow algorithm. Blinks and low-quality images were detected using an
automated image-based algorithm and removed from further analysis. Of the 20 participants who
completed the task, 15 produced sufficient high-quality image data to be included in the analysis.
Microsaccades occurred relatively infrequently, and were identified using an automatic detection
method (Engbert et al., 2006). Trials that contained either a microsaccade or a blink during the
500 ms stimulus-on period were excluded, to isolate ocular drift, which was parameterised using
a battery of metrics, such as root-mean-squared (rms) variation. A linear mixed-effects model
analysis shows an influence of stimulus type on drift metrics, such that drift is greater on Misolating than L-isolating trials, which supports the first hypothesis that FEMs are adaptive to
task at the group level. Analysis of individual differences, and thus evidence in support of the
second hypothesis, is more challenging, and we identify the experimental advances that would
permit such tests.
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Friday July 1
Session: Retinal Physiology & Mechanisms

Time: 15:45-16:00

13. Cone Driven ERG Signals Elicited by Temporal White Noise in Macaques
Jan Kremers1 , Avinash J. Aher1 , Neil R.A. Parry2 , Nimesh B. Patel3 ,
Laura J. Frishman3
2

1
Department of Ophthalmology, University Hospital Erlangen, Erlangen, Germany,
Manchester Royal Eye Hospital, Manchester, United Kingdom, 3 College of Optometry,
University of Houston, Houston, Texas, USA

Purpose: To study ERGs elicited by temporal white noise (TWN) stimuli that excite only the
L- or the M-cones or all photoreceptors in concert (luminance). Methods: ERGs were recorded
from the right eyes of five anesthetized macaques (Macaca mulatta; three males, two females).
Stimuli were created with a 4-colour ganzfeld stimulator. The stimuli were luminance (22%
contrast), selective L-cone excitation and selective M-cone excitation (both 22% cone contrast).
Cone isolating stimuli were generated using triple silent substitution. The stimuli had equal amplitudes at all frequencies between 0 and 512 Hz. Inverse Fourier transform resulted in a TWN
stimulus with a Gaussian luminance or cone excitation distribution. All ERG measurements were
performed twice to study reproducibility and correlations. Results: The repeated measurements
showed that the measured ERGs were reproducible. The responses to identical stimuli measured
in different animals were correlated but less strongly as the responses to the same stimuli in
the same animals. Interestingly, the inter-individual variability was smaller for M-cone isolating
stimuli (although the responses were smaller). A cross-correlation between ERG responses and
stimuli resulted in impulse response functions (IRFs) for luminance stimuli that were similar to
flash ERGs in having an a-wave-like negativity and a b-wave-like positivity, but lacked oscillatory potentials and showed a late (after 40 ms) positive wave. L-cone driven IRFs were similar
to luminance IRFs albeit smaller. The a- and b-wave-like components were absent in the M-cone
driven IRFs. The M-cone driven late positivity was of similar amplitude as those obtained for
L-cone isolating stimuli. In the frequency domain, the IRFs show a chromatic component at
low temporal frequencies and a luminance component at high temporal frequencies Conclusions:
ERGs elicited with temporal white noise are reproducible. The a-like and b-like waves of the luminance IRF are L-cone dominated as previous seen for ERG responses in humans and macaques
to sine wave, square wave and sawtooth stimuli. A late positive wave, present in but not visible
in conventional flash ERGs may provide a new measure of retinal function possibly related to
chromatic processing. The responses to TWN may provide an efficient way to characterize ERG
responses.
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Friday July 1
Session: Retinal Physiology & Mechanisms

Time: 16:00-16:15

14. Is the ‘Double-Duty’ Hypothesis Physiologically Realistic?
Barry B. Lee
College of Optometry, State University of New York, New York, NY, USA
Although the magnocellular (MC) pathway provides the physiological substrate for the luminosity function as defined by flicker photometry, it has been proposed that the parvocellular (PC)
pathway can do ‘double duty’, and can generate a luminance channel centrally through some
cortical deus ex machina. I review three data sets indicating this does not work, all involving patterns with both luminance and chromatic components. For sinewave gratings with both luminance
and chromatic contrast, the simple ‘phase-trick; model breaks down. With luminance-chromatic
edges, as in the minimally-distinct-border task, inherent nonlinearities in the PC pathway signal
make it impossible to demultiplex a luminance signal. With gratings containing luminance and
chromatic components of different spatial frequencies, a comparison of physiology with psychophysical detection and discrimination supports the presence of independent luminance and
chromatic signals derived from the MC and PC pathways respectively. With complex patterns
and natural scenes, luminance appears to the driving parameter for high-precision spatial tasks,
like motion, binocular vision and vernier; such signals cannot delivered by the PC pathway. The
double-duty hypothesis comes in different flavors; these, and other evidence, will be summarized,
and it is suggested that models that rely on double-duty are too simplistic.
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15. The Criterion of the Facial Skin Tone Judgement
Katsuaki Sakata1 , Hitomi Shimakura2
1

Joshibi University of Art and Design, Sagamihara, Kanagawa, Japan, 2 MIRAI Technology
Institute, Shiseido, Yokohama, Kanagawa, Japan

Various prior studies have reported that perception of human skin colour is unique and different
in comparison with general colour perception. If it is possible to distinguish the facial skin
tone with a high accuracy, we may have some kind of criterion as a comparison standard for
judgment. In this paper, we aimed to provide compelling evidence that the sensitivity of facial
skin tone perception in human face is affected by the surrounding environment, as it is with
many other colour perceptions. This study utilized a five-alternative forced-choice test design
wherein participants were asked to judge which colour (red, yellow, green, blue, or white) they
perceived as too strong in stimulus skin tone images. The results showed that the participants’
criterion of facial skin tone judgement was closer to the centroid facial skin tone observed on a
daily basis than the chromaticity of measured or remembered facial skin tones of the observer. It
was noted that Japanese participants judged the skin tone by the centroid of Japanese facial skin
tone and British (Caucasian) participants judged the same by the centroid of Caucasian facial
skin tone. Furthermore, Caucasian observers living in the United Kingdom judged the facial
skin tone of the image of an East Asian individual by the centroid of the facial skin colour of
the Caucasian face; whereas Japanese observers living in Japan judged the facial image of the
Caucasian by the centroid of the skin colour of the Japanese face. This result showed that the
identical criterion was used in the judgment of the facial skin tone regardless of race and bone
structure of the face shown in the image, though the race effect was reported in the skin colour
perception of the face. The criterion for judging facial skin tone was closest to the centroid of
the facial skin colour to which the observer belonged; however the distance became larger in the
case of scrambled facial images and furthest in the case of uniform colour patch. This implies
that our colour perception is not sensitive because it considers the colour gamut of the skin, but
as the recognition of the skin tone perception of the face is crucial. This study found that facial
colour perception is a special function of our visual mechanisms, which is supported by the latest
neuroscientific findings.
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16. Linguistic Categorization and Perceptual Differences in the Blue Spectrum in
French and Italian: A Cross-Linguistic Study With Monolingual and Bilingual
Speakers
Camilla Simoncelli
University of Paris Nanterre, Nanterre, France
Studies on the relationship between language and cognition have often showed that there is a positive effect of bilingualism in different general cognitive functions which makes bilinguals more
efficient than monolinguals.A domain for studying cross-linguistic effects arising from potential
cognitive and conceptual differences across speakers of different languages is colour naming and
categorisation.Boundaries of the color spectrum are supposed to vary cross-linguistically affecting colour perception and cognition:thus,the bilingual’s cognitive representation of colour varies
depending on the language used and bilinguals probably change their colour representation when
they switch language.To understand the underlying mechanisms, we compare bilinguals’ colour
naming and categorisation to monolingual speakers of the corresponding languages. Italian has,
in fact, two separate basic colour terms for the blue spectrum: one categorizes the ‘light blue’
(azzurro) and one the ‘dark blue’ (blu); French lacks this distinction.In order to analyse the effects of cross-linguistic influence in perceptual tasks, we compare monolingual speakers and
French-Italian advanced bilinguals in 2 behavioural experiments: a Color Word Stroop Test and
a Word Colour Discrimination Task.We hypothesize that Italian monolinguals are more accurate
and more rapid when the word BLU is written in dark blue than when it is written in light blue,
since the latter represents an incongruent stimulus; this category effect doesn’t exist for French
monolingual speakers.Italian speakers are also faster in the discrimination of colours belonging to
different linguistic categories compared to colours labelled with the same colour word.This category effect is eliminated by the addition of a linguistic task, showing the online effect of language
on perceptual activities.What does it happen when speakers have two different categorical and linguistic systems?Do they always adopt the Italian categorisation for perceptual tasks?They would
apply the Italian distinction to the French categorisation, which means that their L2 impacts the
native language.Our hypothesis is the presence of a strong link between L1 and L2, mutually
influenced,depending on various variables.As a result, advanced bilingual speakers adopt the linguistic categorisation of their L2 even for perceptual stimuli in their L1 attesting that linguistic
categories determine more general cognitive and perceptual faculties, modifying them.
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17. Tuscan Blue Naming Challenges the Basic Colour Term ‘Ceiling’
Galina V. Paramei1 , Ilaria Mariani2 , Maria M. Del Viva2
1

Liverpool Hope University, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 2 University of Florence,
Florence, Italy

Psycholinguistic studies provide evidence that Italian has more than one basic colour term (BCT)
for ‘blue’: consensually, blu denotes ‘dark blue’, while ‘light-and-medium blue’, with diatopic
variation, is termed azzurro or celeste (Paggetti et al., 2016; Paramei et al., 2018). For Tuscan speakers, BLUE area appears to be ‘clothed in triple blues’, differentiating between azzurro
‘medium blue’ and celeste ‘light blue’. We scrutinised basicness of the three ‘blue’ terms. Participants (N=31; aged 22.9 ± 2.1 years) were university students born in Tuscany, i.e. exposed to
the dialect that was the foundation of Standard Italian. We employed eight charts of The Munsell Book of Color embracing the BLUE area (5BG–5PB). Under controlled lighting conditions,
participants named each chip (N=237) using an unconstrained colour-naming method allowing
monolexemic, compounded and modified terms. They then indicated focal colours of blu, azzurro and celeste. Linguistic analysis revealed that relative frequencies of the three monolexemic
‘blue’ terms were comparable: blu: 33.1%; azzurro: 25.3%; celeste: 24.8% respectively, as
were frequencies of the corresponding derived forms: 38.0%, 30.2%, and 31.8% respectively.
In psycholinguistic analysis, referential meaning of blu, azzurro and celeste was estimated as
L*a*b*-coordinates of the focal colour mean and its dispersion, as well as the naming consensus. The denotative estimates of each ‘blue’ term was visualised in the CIELAB space as an
ellipsoid – the centre of gravity and the extent of the term meaning. In the same way estimated
were three ‘modal’ categories, i.e. colour descriptors containing word stems blu* (e.g. bluastro),
azzur* (e.g. grigio azzurro) and celest* (e.g. celeste chiaro). We found that means of focal
colours and of ‘modal’ categories of the three terms are distinct and separated along each of the
CIELAB dimensions but predominantly along the L*-axis. Our results provide evidence that
Tuscan speakers require all three terms for naming the BLUE area, categorically refined mainly
along the lightness dimension. Furthermore, celeste ‘light blue’ appears to be a third BCT for
‘blue’, along with azzurro and blu commonly considered BCTs in Standard Italian. We discuss
possible historical origins of cognitive salience of celeste in the Tuscan dialect by scrutinising
occurrences of the term in Medieval texts – works of Dante, records of Florence notaries, and
reports of production in the Florence dyeing trade.
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18. The Indispensability of Olive (Ladi/lad–) in Greek Colour Lexicon
Dimitris Mylonas1 , Andrew Stockman2 , Alexandros Koliousis1 , Jonathan Stutters3 ,
Rhea T Eskew4
1

New College of the Humanities, Northeastern, London, United Kingdom, 2 Institute of
Ophthalmology, UCL, London, United Kingdom, 3 Institute of Neurology, UCL, London,
United Kingdom, 4 Department of Psychology, Northeastern University, Boston, MA, USA
Colour vision influences the selection and evaluation of food. For example, greenish shades of
olive oil are often associated with stronger and yellowish with lighter flavours. We focus on
the status of the colour term ladi/lad– (olive green) in Greek colour lexicon that has received
comparatively less attention despite its importance in Mediterranean diet. An ongoing colour
naming experiment was designed to collect unconstrained names for presented colour samples
over the Internet (https://colournaming.org). Participation was voluntary and anonymous. Uniform colour stimuli of ≥ 2o of visual diameter were presented against a neutral grey background.
In response to each stimulus, subjects typed any colour descriptor of any number of words in
a set of languages. Each subject named 20 stimuli randomly from 600 Munsell colour samples
in total. Here, we considered 10,000 raw responses from 500 Greek speakers. We excluded
disruptive responses, responses from subjects with possible colour deficiencies and idiosyncratic
responses from single observers. This filtering resulted in a dataset for 427 respondents. Their
mean age was 32 years (SD=10). We found 355 distinct Greek colour names and quantified their
basicness using an information theoretic measure, called dispensability, that combines their frequency and consensus among subjects to identify which colour names cannot be replaced with
any other name (Mylonas et al., 2018). Dispensability produced a graded scale of basicness
where all 11 Basic Colour Terms (BCTs; mov-purple, roz-pink, portokali-orange, kitrino-yellow,
kafe-brown, mavro-black, ble-blue, prasino-green, kokkino-red, lefko-white, gri-grey) have lower
scores (1.2-1.61) than non-BCTs (1.61-4.3). We found no evidence for the priority of primary
over secondary basics. Yet, we identified the largest gap in dispensability score (0.3) between the
first 13, including ladi and galazio (sky blue) and the rest 342 colour names. Ladi plays a crucial role in the diet and culture of Greeks but the indispensability of the corresponding category is
also evident in British (20th) and in American (17th) English (Mylonas et al., 2020). Our findings
support the extension of the Greek inventory from the 11 BCTs to 13 by the addition of ladi and
galazio (Androulaki et al., 2006). We conclude that communication efficiency for object colours
provides a better framework to understand the augmentation of colour lexicons than opponent
colour theory.
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19. Color Naming in Ancient Greece
André Roth
Private practice, Vessy, Geneva, Switzerland. Vision Rive Droite, Grand SaconColor
namingnex, Geneva, Switzerland
Convened in Heraklion, the 26th Symposium of the International Color Vision Society could approach the characteristics of ancient Greeks naming colors. Our hosts would certainly be in a
better position to explain that specificity than I am. Nonetheless, I would like to share with you
some reflections of a recognized researcher in ancient languages, who was also my high school
teacher in Strasbourg, France. C. Mugler, also an excellent mathematician, published several
articles and books on Greek literature and sciences, among others, an extensive ’Historical Dictionary of the Optic Terminology of the Greeks’. There is no doubt that ancient Greeks had the
same color vision as we have today. However, according to Mugler, they expressed their feeling
about colors differently, not at all as an optic experience according to the chromatic spectrum.
For them, the vital element was the light. Colors modulated the perceived light depending on the
brightness and intensity of their sources. Accordingly, the author was able to recognize in the
Greek literature at least 25 names for colors. Each of them could have different shades and/or
correspond to a given object or a certain illumination condition. Thus, he concluded that the color
naming in ancient Greek was not colorimetric but is of exceptional descriptive richness.
• Marcolongo A. – The Genius Language. 9 times to be right to like it (Italian). Gius. Laterza
& Figli, 2016, 197 p.
• Mugler Ch. – Light and Vision in Greek Poetry (French). Rev. Etudes Grecques, 1960;
344-6: 40-72.
• Mugler Ch. - Historical Dictionary of the Optic Terminology of the Greeks (French). Librairie C. Klincksiek, Paris, 1964, 459 p.
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20. Color in Greek Prehistory: An Open Perspective to Human Stories Beyond
Vocabularies
Stella Katsarou
Ephorate of Palaeoanthropology-Speleology, Athens, Greece
Color has been a fundamental variant of visual expression diachronically in the Greek past. Since
the time of the early humans, color, subconsciously or not, was nothing less than a cultural construct; it was conceptual, contextual, negotiable, subject to innovation, imitation, transformation
and diversity across regions, periods, and circumstances, a narrative of individual and collective
traditions. Color emerged on many levels to this powerful position in human ecology: could have
been per se readily available in nature for example as a red, green, black or of any other color
stone for jewelry or hunting tools; could have been an entirely human-made product as with the
transformation of plain soil into pigments and polychrome pottery by use of sophisticated techniques; could have integrated multiple other material qualities such as luster, wear, cleanliness,
breakage, fineness, fire, light, all multivariable themselves. Color in prehistory tells the stories
of people and communities: the hunter-gatherer who grinds red ochres for their body adornment
in the caves in the Mani, the Neolithic potter in the Cyclades who paints their ritual bowls in
polychromy, the painter in the Boeotian cave who depicts the facial features of their fellows in
colorful terracottas to provide community with anthropomorphic votives, the Thessalian farmer
whose charred seeds and blackened burnt pots in the ritual fire verify the purpose of the ceremony
inside the cave, the villager who satisfies their taste for pluralism at home with monochrome pots
of different colors, the pilgrim who carries the defleshed clean white skulls of their ancestors into
a staged ossuary inside the cave. In all these manifestations, the original linguistic voices for prehistoric colors are mute for us, they only become spoken through our modern vocabulary. Yet, I
find that our words or codes are insufficient to demonstrate the real polyphony of colors in Greek
prehistory. And rather than pursuing more descriptive terminology, I have retreated to feeling
and sensing the colors in the context of their interconnected spheres, enabling me to “excavate”
underneath the visual and speak the implicit stories of color with pottery, architecture, geography, jewelry, food, clothes, resources, trade, burials and so on; the metaphors inspired by color
through imitation; the undertones of power, skill, tension, prestige, hierarchy, religion, gender in
color; not least, the pleasure pursued on it. Color throughout these contexts asserts its power as
an agent reconciling all levels of human expectations.
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21. The Colours of Images Preferred by Individual Voxels Delineate Visually
Responsive Brain Areas
Ian M.L. Pennock1 , Chris Racey1 , Emily Allen2 , Yihan Wu2 , Thomas Naselaris2 ,
Kendrick Kay2 , Anna Franklin1 , Jenny Bosten1
1

University of Sussex, Brighton, Sussex, United Kingdom, 2 University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA

The Natural Scenes Dataset (NSD) is a 7T fMRI dataset with data from eight participants who
each saw 9000 – 10000 unique images of natural scenes over 30 to 40 scan sessions (Allen et
al., Nat. Neurosci., 2021, 25, 116-126). This uniquely large dataset allows exploratory research
on the brain’s responses to natural scenes with unprecedented signal-to-noise. We sought to visualise the colours of images that individual voxels most prefer and to determine whether the
colours of the images preferred by individual voxels have a structured spatial organisation across
the cortical surface. To accomplish this, for each voxel we calculated a scaled weighted average
of the RGB images viewed by the NSD participants, weighted by the average voxel response to
each image. This created RGB images for each voxel which prioritize the commonalities of the
images that most activate individual voxels. We plot the resulting ‘voxel-preferred images’ at
the matching voxel locations in cortical surface maps and find clear spatial organization of the
colours of preferred images for neighbouring voxels which can be used to visually cluster voxels, especially in visually responsive cortical areas. In addition, we conducted split-half reliability
analyses which revealed strikingly similar patterns of the colours of voxel preferred images across
the cortical surface resulting from each half of the data. We also created voxel preferred images
where the link between voxel responses and images was permuted within each voxel. The randomly permuted voxel preferred images showed few colour biases and no spatial structure across
the cortical surface. The colour biases observed in the voxel preferred images reflect both voxel
colour preferences and the colours associated with other preferred image features. In a previous
study which was based on the same data, we found food-selective areas which in the current analysis show characteristic orange and brown colour biases for the voxel-preferred images (Pennock
et al., J. Vision, 2021). We find that boundaries between clusters of voxel-preferred images with
similar colours tend to coincide with atlas-based delineations between visually responsive brain
areas more broadly, but also that there is interesting and reliable heterogeneity within visual areas. The colours of voxel-preferred images may be a useful way of delineating clusters of voxels
with common visual functions.
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22. Understanding the Perception of Saturation in Realistic Objects
Laysa Hedjar1 , Matteo Toscani2 , Karl R. Gegenfurtner1
1

Giessen University, Giessen, Germany, 2 Bournemouth University, Bournemouth, United
Kingdom

Saturation is usually interpreted as the perceptual equivalent of colorimetric purity and in CIELAB
space is defined as C*/L*. Yet very little research has explored how well this definition represents
saturation perception of realistic 3D objects. The distribution of colors across an object’s surface
depends heavily on the interaction between its spectral reflectance, its shape, and the spectrum
of the light falling on it. While the hue elicited by a matte object of uniform reflectance varies
little, chroma and luminance can vary greatly due to shading, in accordance with Lambert’s cosine law. That is, the chroma and luminance elicited by the object both decrease as the difference
between the surface normal and the illuminant’s angle of incidence increases. Thus, chroma and
luminance are positively correlated such that points on the object with high luminance also have
high chroma. Here we explored to what extent this relationship affects perceived saturation of an
object. Using hyperspectral images of various fruit and rendered images of matte objects of various hues, we manipulated the L*-C* correlation by inverting it across the chroma axis, resulting
in a negative correlation while holding basic elementary statistics such as mean/max saturation,
chroma, and luminance constant (or larger than those of the positive correlation). We presented
ten observers with pairs of these stimuli, one object with the natural positive L*-C* correlation
and the same object with the artificial negative correlation, and asked them to indicate which
object appeared more saturated. For both the rendered objects and the natural fruit, observers
largely judged the positive correlation stimuli as more saturated than the negative (>80% across
all objects). We also paired rendered objects of slightly different spatial form and found the same
effect (>80%), indicating that observers were not basing their judgments on the same spatial
location on each object. In addition, we tested 8x8 swatch stimuli with distributions derived from
the object pairs and still found an effect (>65%), albeit weaker than for the realistic objects.
Altogether, our results suggest that simple colorimetric calculations of saturation such as mean
or median C*/L* do not accurately represent perceived saturation of objects. Rather, observers
likely make interpretations about the environment and use this to determine to what extent the
color variation can be attributed to invariant properties of the object.
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23. A Simple Computational Model of Surface Colour Perception: Assessments
With Hyperspectral Images
Hamed Karimipour, Christoph Witzel
1

University of Southampton, Southampton, Hampshire, United Kingdom

Specifying surface colours (e.g., colours of objects and materials) is of great importance to research and applications in art and industry. However, unlike the colour of light (e.g., of a lamp
or a computer screen), surface colour specification is challenging, because the cone excitations
at the origin of colour perception result from the interaction between the reflectance spectra of
the surfaces and the spectra of the light illuminating them. Previous studies suggested a computational model approximating surface colours independent of the illumination with only a few
numbers rather than full spectral information. Given the resolution of human colour perception,
it is yet an open question if the small numerical differences between approximated and full spectral renderings are perceivable to human observers. Here, we tested if participants can spot the
difference between our approximate and spectral renderings in a 4-Alternative-Forced-Choice
discrimination task in online experiments and under controlled conditions in the laboratory. For
this, we rendered hyperspectral images of a wide range of various objects and scenes based on
both our approximate model and spectral information. These renderings were conducted under
narrowband artificial and broadband naturalistic illuminants in 8 different hue directions. Our
results showed that participants could see the difference between spectral and approximate renderings under narrowband illuminants in online experiments and under controlled conditions in
the laboratory. For broadband illuminants, participants could barely see any difference neither
online nor in the lab. For almost all images performance was at chance level. For a few images
performance was slightly above chance level but confidence ratings indicated that participants
were very much uncertain of any difference. These results suggest that our simple approximation
allows specifying and communicating surface colours across naturalistic broadband illuminations with high fidelity. This level of precision means that our approach is useful for representing
objects and materials in images for a large range of applications.
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24. Variations in the Color and Spatial Statistics of Natural Scenes – a View From
the Parks
Daniel S. Joyce, Zoey J. Isherwood, Michael A. Webster
University of Nevada, Reno, Reno, Nevada, USA
Many characteristics of visual coding reflect adaptations to the statistics of the visual environment. While these statistics have been described for both natural and unnatural scenes, their
variation over time and space is not well quantified, and may change at both short and long
timescales because of factors such as weather and climate. To characterize these variations, we
accessed images from the US National Parks Air Quality Webcameras that were acquired over
the course of 2015. The stationary webcams provide a panoramic sample of a park every 15
minutes. We examined images from 20 different national parks for a total of 539,390 images.
This rich sampling of natural outdoor scenes is limited by a lack of camera calibration data,
so analyses were based on the statistics of the acquired images. The images were cropped to
1024 x 1024 pixels and luminance thresholded to reject nighttime scenes. Estimates of the mean
color and color gamut of the scene were based on the RGB values, while the greyscaled images
were used to analyze spatial statistics including fractal dimension, and amplitude spectrum. For
each measure, we compared the range of variation within location (over time) vs. across locations (over space). The results show that some color statistical properties of scenes (e.g., mean
chromaticity) have greater variation within the same scenes over time than location, while some
spatial statistical properties (e.g., amplitude slope and fractal dimension) tend to be more stable
across temporal than spatial domains. Further analyses will compare these variations over longer
(e.g., seasonal) timescales across multiple years. Our results characterize patterns of variation in
natural image statistics, and point to the potential magnitude and timescales of adaptations that
would be required to adjust to specific environments.
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25. A Hyperspectral Display System for Vision Science
Semin Oh1 , Gary Richardson2 , Benjamin Wooley3 , Jean-Francois Hamelin4 , Jonathan
Gauthier4 , Geoffrey K. Aguirre1 , Peter April4 , Derek Nankivil2 , David H. Brainard1
1

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA, 2 Johnson and Johnson, Jacksonville, FL,
USA, 3 Greybeard Research LLC, Ponte Vedra Beach, FL, USA, 4 VPixx Technologies,
Saint-Bruno, QC, Canada

Typical color displays mix three fixed primary channels. Some vision science applications can
benefit from greater spectral control. These include studies of 1) chromatic aberration and light
scatter; 2) photopigments in addition to those in the cones (e.g., rhodopsin, melanopsin); 3) retinal
inhomogeneities; and 4) individual differences and observer metamerism. Here we describe the
design and implementation of a hyperspectral display for vision research. The system is based
on a 1920 × 1080 pixel digital micromirror device (DMD) display. Each of the three primary
channels of the display are a computer-controlled mixture of light from 16 narrowband LED subprimaries. The contribution of each subprimary to its corresponding channel may be set to one
of 253 discrete levels ( 8-bit control). The DMD then provides 8-bit linearly spaced control over
the primary mixture at each pixel at a frame rate of 120 Hz. Although the device presents the
mixture of only three primaries at any moment, these primaries can be tailored to specific applications and varied across blocks of an experimental session. Light from the display is relayed
to the eye using a custom Maxwellian view optical system so that the image subtends 13.5 x 7.6
degrees of visual angle. The optical system is object side telecentric in a 1f configuration. The
optics were optimized in optical design software, CodeV. All lenses were designed with consideration for manufacturability and tolerancing was performed to ensure that the optical design was
sufficiently resilient to meet the specifications given expected fabrication and benchtop assembly
tolerances. The optical path length may be adjusted to correct for spherical refractive error without a change in image magnification. We used a spectroradiometer to characterize the spectral
performance of the system. The LED subprimary systems show good additivity: the spectrum of
various mixtures of the 16 subprimaries is well predicted by the sum of the spectra of the individual subprimaries. Similarly, once the three channel primaries are set, the mixtures provided
by the DMD also show good additivity. As proof of principle, we designed channel primaries
that enable measurement of contrast sensitivity for an L-M cone contrast modulation, and maximized the spectral smoothness of these primaries. Measurements show good agreement between
desired and obtained cone contrasts, at the low contrasts required to characterize sensitivity for
L-M modulations.
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26. Color From Pixels to Objects
Karl R. Gegenfurtner
University of Giessen, Giessen, Germany
The study of color vision in humans has been a successful enterprise for more than 100 years. In
particular, the establishment of colorimetry by the CIE in 1931 has brought forward tremendous
advances in the study of color in business, science, and industry (Judd 1952). During the past
50 years, the processing of color information at the first stages of the visual system—in the cone
photoreceptors and retinal ganglion cells—has been detailed at unprecedented levels of accuracy.
Has color vision been solved? I will argue that a transition from pixel color and flat, matte
surfaces to the color distributions that characterize real-world, 3D objects in natural environments
is necessary to fully understand human color vision. I will present results from Virtual Reality
psychophysics and from Deep Neural Network modeling that show the importance of objects for
color discrimination, color constancy and the emergence of color categories.
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27. Discrimination Ellipses Expressed in the MacLeod-Boynton Chromaticity
Diagram
John D. Mollon, Marina Danilova
University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom
We have measured discrimination ellipses along a number of theoretically interesting lines in the
MacLeod-Boynton chromaticity diagram, as well as on intermediate lines. Our data extend the
classic study of Krauskopf and Gegenfurtner (Vision Research, 1992). We scaled the MacLeodBoynton diagram so that thresholds along the S and L/M axes were similar when expressed as
S and L cone contrasts. A circular central stimulus, subtending 3 degrees of visual angle, was
divided into four sectors separated by thin diagonal lines. One sector, chosen at random on each
trial, differed from the other three in chromaticity; and the observer’s task was to identify this
sector in a four-alternative forced choice. The chromatic distance between target and distractors
was increased or decreased according to an adaptive staircase. The luminance of each quadrant
was independently jittered in order to ensure that discrimination was on the basis of chromaticity.
The duration of the stimuli was 150 ms, a value chosen to minimise adaptation to the target
during its presentation. The steady white background had the chromaticity of Illuminant D65
and a luminance of 10 cd/m2 .
Among the results are the following:
• The ellipse measured at D65 itself is oriented along a line of approximately -45o in the scaled
space.
• Ellipses measured along a line from unique blue to unique yellow are oriented approximately
along the line, but in the upper part of the diagram are often rotated slightly towards the tritan
axis.
• Ellipses measured on a tritan line immediately above D65 have an inclination of -45o but at
greater distances from D65 soon take on a tritan orientation.
• One general result is observed for all lines at high colorimetric purities: discrimination ellipses tend to be elongated approximately along a radial line passing through D65. We have
previously observed this result on 45o lines in chromaticity space and have explained it in
terms of correlated noise in the S and L/M channels. However, the same explanation cannot
hold for the horizontal line, where only the ratio L/M varies: in this case, it is more appropriate to postulate that responses in a post-receptoral chromatic channel are saturated at high
colorimetric purities.
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28. Can failed Hebbian wiring explain the difficulty in finding separate
non-cardinal mechanisms in the S vs L+M color plane?
Karen L. Gunther
Wabash College, Crawfordsville, IN, USA
‘Cardinal’ colors are reddish, greenish, bluish, yellowish, black and white; they are called cardinal because mechanisms underlying their perception emerge early in visual processing, in the
retina. All other colors are called ‘non-cardinal’ colors. A number of studies have shown evidence for separate non-cardinal mechanisms in the isoluminant color plane. However, it has been
more difficult to show that there are separate non-cardinal mechanisms in the L-M vs L+M or S
vs L+M color planes. This study tests the hypothesis that non-cardinal mechanisms in the S vs
L+M plane may be weak due to a failure of Hebbian wiring. Hebbian wiring says that neurons
that fire together wire together. Neurophysiological evidence has shown that the S signal is 30ms
slower to reach the cortex than is the L+M signal, likely too long of a delay for Hebbian wiring
to occur. The current study performs Hebbian conditioning by presenting a S+/S- grating 10, 20,
30, 40, or 50 ms before an L+M grating, 500 times (in separate groups of subjects; also with a no
conditioning control). This sequence has been shown to produce Hebbian conditioning in adult
human subjects in other vision studies. The strength of non-cardinal mechanisms between S and
L+M is measured by the threshold ratio to detect non-cardinal stimuli in their own (aligned) vs.
orthogonal noise; separate underlying non-cardinal mechanisms are shown by a higher threshold
in aligned noise.
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29. Color/motion Feature-Binding Errors With 2D and 3D Motion
Steven K. Shevell, Meongsun Lee
University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA
The visual system must bind features of objects, such as their color and motion, to give the experience of an integrated object such as a round approaching yellow tennis ball. Usually, the features
are integrated accurately and effortlessly, but Wu, Kanai & Shimojo (Nature, 2004) showed that
in the periphery color and motion are often misbound so the percept is an incorrect conjunction
of the color and motion present there. Consider, for example, an observer viewing in the central
field two overlaid sets of dots, one set red and moving upward and the other set green and moving
downward; and simultaneously viewing in the peripheral field similar dots but with the directions
reversed (green dots moving upward overlaid with red dots moving downward). Remarkably,
often all the red dots are perceived to move upward and all the green dots downward, which are
the correct directions for the central area but the opposite directions for the periphery where color
and motion are, therefore, misbound. The explanation is that a sparser neural representation in
the periphery is overwritten by the more detailed representation of the central field so all dots of
one color appear to move in the same direction. The work here extends the 2D motion of dots
moving up or down to 3D perceived motion of radial optic flow. Experiments tested for colormotion misbinding with (i) 2D radial motion for both overlaid colors of dots or (ii) 2D radial
motion overlaid with perceived 3D optic flow motion. Observers reported the perceived motion
of an assigned color of dots while viewing overlaid groups of moving red and green dots. Color
dots were presented with expanding or contracting radial motion to give the percept of either 2D
motion (no acceleration of dots from center to periphery) or simulated 3D optic flow (created
using acceleration of dots). Substantial misbinding in the periphery was found when all stimuli
were seen in 2D radial motion, and also when all were seen in 3D radial motion (optic flow).
Overlaying 2D with 3D radial motion strongly reduced peripheral feature misbinding (by >50%)
compared to conditions with either all 2D or all 3D motion. This is consistent with different levels of visual processing mediating 2D versus 3D perceived motion. Colored objects with motion
at different neural levels are less likely to be grouped in the center and periphery so not perceived
as a single object that promotes misbinding.
Support: NIH EY-026618
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30. Reaction Time Measures of Non-Chromatic Contamination in Opponent
Stimuli
Ian J. Murray1 , Neil R.A. Parry2
1

University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom, 2 Manchester Royal Eye Hospital,
Manchester, United Kingdom

As part of our studies on cone isolation we set out to determine the impact that inaccurate estimation of opsin peak wavelength can have on the purity of the chromatic response. We use
reaction times (RTs) as an index of non-chromatic contamination. RTs are highly sensitive to
the presence of transient components in an otherwise sustained (e.g. cone opponent) response.
The temporal profile of the stimulus is key. For example, near to threshold, transience can be
identified in RT histograms, which cluster around onsets and offsets. Similarly transient and sustained mechanisms have very different RT vs contrast curves when comparing square-wave and
ramped stimulus onsets. Here we report control studies describing how this approach applies to
departures from isoluminance of a red-green stimulus. We compute the difference between slow
and fast onset RTs as a function of contrast over a range of red-green ratios, using low spatial
frequencies and spatially homogeneous stimuli. As contrast is varied, the delay in the ramped
onset RTs relative to the fast onset response is constant when the stimulus is isoluminant. Away
from isoluminance the slow-fast delay becomes dependant on contrast, and this transition from
constant delay to constant contrast is a useful index of non-opponent contamination. We show
here the limits of acceptability of isoluminant red-green ratios and, in future reports, will illustrate
how this technique may reveal the tolerance of cone opsin models.
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31. Temporal Dynamics of Color Processing Measured Using a Continuous
Tracking Task
Michael A. Barnett, Benjamin M. Chin, Geoffrey K. Aguirre, Johannes Burge, David
H. Brainard
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA
We characterized the temporal dynamics of color processing using a continuous tracking paradigm.
We measured the lags associated with manual tracking of moving chromatic Gabor patches. We
report how these lags change as a function of chromatic direction and contrast. Three subjects
tracked, with a cursor, the position of a moving Gabor. The position of the Gabor followed a leftright random walk with a mean velocity of ≥4o /sec. The Gabor was composed of two spatiallysuperimposed vertically-oriented 1 cpd sinewave modulations (one L-cone directed, one S-cone
directed), within a 2o Gaussian window. The contrast ratio of the two cone-directed components
defines a color direction in cone contrast space. We measured tracking at six log-spaced contrasts in each of 18 different color directions. Using the same moving Gabors, the subjects also
completed a 2-interval forced choice task to determine detection threshold, for a subset of 6 of
the directions used in the tracking task. To analyze the tracking data, we computed the crosscorrelation function between the target and tracking velocities, which yields an estimate of the
temporal impulse response function. In each color direction, the mode of the log-Gaussian fit to
the cross-correlation function served as a measure of tracking temporal lag. To analyze the detection data, we fit a cumulative Weibull function and defined threshold as the contrast required
to reach 76% correct for each color direction. For all subjects, we found that i) temporal lag
decreases as contrast increases, for all color directions, ii) L-cone directed stimuli are associated
with smaller lags than S-cone directed stimuli, for equal cone-contrasts, and iii) contrast detection
thresholds for S-cone directed stimuli were approximately 11x higher than for L-cone directed
stimuli. Further, we tested how well models employing both one and two underlying chromatic
mechanisms account for the tracking data. In both models, lag is determined by a weighted sum
of nominal L- and S-cone contrasts passed through a decaying exponential. Weights on L-cone
contrast were 30-60x higher than weights on S-cone contrast. Cross-validated fits from the twomechanism model were better than those from the one-mechanism model. Finally, we plan to
compare iso-lag contours to iso-detection contours and assess similarity by testing if a common
set of underlying mechanisms can explain data from both experiments.
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32. Barry Leighton Cole (31 March 1934– 27 January 2021)
Stephen J. Dain
School of Optometry and Vision Science, University of New South Wales, Sydney, New South
Wales, Australia
Numerous obituaries pay tribute to Barry Cole as a father of Australian Optometry. He followed
his father into Optometry. He was the first full-time lecturer at the Victorian College of Optometry
(1958) and the first Head of Department Optometry and Vision Sciences in the University of
Melbourne when it was established in 1973 and was appointed the Foundation Pprofessor of
Optometry in 1978. He also helped establish the National Vision Research Institute in 1972 and
was its director for five years. But few writers pay attention to his extensive contribution to
colour vision, particularly in the occupational and practical aspects. He was more active in the
CIE than the IRGCVD and ICVS and was on the committees that wrote CIE 2.2 1975 Colors of
light signals, CIE 39-2 1983. Recommendations for surface colours for visual signalling, CIE S
006-1998 Road Traffic Lights – 200mm Roundel Signals Photometric Properties and chaired the
committee that wrote CIE. (2001): CIE TR 143:2001. International recommendations for colour
vision requirements in transport. 61 of his papers address colour vision and a further 13 concern
conspicuity in which colour has a role. He authored papers at the Annapolis (1987), Sydney
(1991), Tübingen (1993) and Pau (1995) meetings of the IRGCVD/ICVS.
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33. Recommendations and Requirements for the Colours in Rayleigh Equation
Anomaloscopes
Stephen J. Dain1 , Jeffery K. Hovis2
1

School of Optometry and Vision Science, University of New South Wales, Sydney, New South
Wales, Australia, 2 School of Optometry and Vision Science, University of Waterloo, Waterloo,
ON, Canada

The recommendations for Rayleigh equation anomaloscopes are a yellow near the Na D-line, the
largest possible separation between the red and the green, but the green should not stimulate the
S-cones (Ø540 nm) and a red Ø640 or Ø650 nm. The German national standard, DIN6160:2019
sets green as 549 ±3 nm, yellow as 589 ±3 nm and red as 666 ±6 nm. These are expressed
as centroid wavelengths. DIN6160 also sets limits on full width at half maximum. These are
more restrictive than the recommendations and the evidence base is not given. The compliance
of existing anomaloscopes is not known, but the green of 545 nm usually specified for the Nagel
is non-compliant. Additionally, the Nagel spectral distributions for each colour are asymmetric and vary with intensity settings. This raises at least two issues: the choice of the measure
(dominant, centroid or central) used to define the wavelength and the effect of bandwidth. DIN
6160 also sets requirements for the matching and adapting fields’ brightnesses. This project aims
to provide an evidence base for requirements or recommendations by assessing anomaloscopes
against DIN6160 and the recommendations. The samples were a Nagel Model I, Oculus Heidelberg & HMC and Neitz OT & OT-II. The relative spectral distributions were measured using
a Photo Research PR-730 spectroradiometer. The following parameters were determined, peak,
central and centroid wavelengths; chromaticity coordinates; and spectral full width at half maximum. The absolute light levels were calculated from measurements using an International Light
IL1700 photometer/radiometer detector placed near the exit port. The distributions of the Nagel
lights were asymmetric. This results in a significant variation between the wavelength measures.
The asymmetries are in the opposite direction of a previous study. The Nagel I does not comply
with DIN6160. The distributions from the other anomaloscopes were slightly asymmetric but not
dependent on the intensity setting. The Neitz OT red and yellow lights were just non-compliant.
Both Oculus models complied with DIN6160. All anomaloscopes complied with the recommendations. The DIN6160 requirements are both more stringent and inconsistent. DIN6160
requirements are less stringent in wavelength for the red than the yellow or green but are much
more restrictive in chromaticity. The results provide an evidence base for a more informed set of
requirements in a future standard.
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34. Moreland Color Matches for Color-Normals and Red-Green Color Defective
Observers
Jeffery K. Hovis1 , Ali H. Almustanyir2 , Mackenzie G. Glaholt3
1

2

School of Optometry and Vision Science University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON, Canada,
College of Applied Medical Sciences, King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 3 Defence
Research and Development Canada, Toronto, ON, Canada

There have been anecdotal reports that individuals have difficulty making a color match for the
Moreland equation using the Oculus HMC anomaloscope (Oculus Optikgeräte GmbH Wetzlar,
Germany). These reports suggested that the difference in saturation between the reference and
primary mixture fields might be why. Sixty color-normal (CVN) subjects (50% male) and 68
subjects (90% male) with a red-green color vision defect (CVD) participated. The mean age of
the CVN was 26.4 yrs. (sd ±9.5) and 27.7 (sd ±10.4) for CVD. The Rayleigh color match was
used to classify the color vision. The Moreland matching procedure started with the mixture of
the violet and green primaries slightly outside the ‘Normal’ area outlined on the instrument’s
control screen. Subjects were instructed to adjust the hue of the top field and then the brightness
of the bottom field to make a match between the two fields. This was repeated 4 times. The
midpoint was the average of the last 3 settings. A bracketing technique around the mean setting
was used to find the range of acceptable matches. Most subjects found the Moreland challenging,
but they could obtain an endpoint. This difficulty was reflected in the finding that the Moreland
match took approximately 2 min longer to complete than the Rayleigh Match for both groups.
The CVN mean value of 52.5 (sd ±6.0)was similar to Rufer et al.’s. (2012) and Zabel et al.’s.
(2021) values for young adults. The unexpected finding was that the CVD group required more
green to make a match. The deutan mean value was 59.9 (sd ±10.2), and the protan mean was
64.2 (sd ±9.5). The difference between the CVN and CVD groups was significant (p=0.001),
but the difference between the protan and deutans was not significant (p=0.088). The difference
between the matching ranges of the CVD and CVN groups was also not significant (p=0.505).
Twenty-three percent of the CVD group had a matching midpoint or range >3 standard deviations
from the color-normal mean value. Only 2 (11%) of these subjects had an abnormal CAD BlueYellow threshold. Despite the difference in saturation between the two halves of the test field,
CVNs did obtain matches comparable to previous studies. However, it took longer to perform
the match than the Rayleigh match. Unexpectedly, the CVD group required more green to make
the match. This difference could be due to how color-defectives interpret differences in color
mediated by saturation differences.
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35. Extending Chromaticity Into the Real-World
Thomas Bangert
Queen Mary University of London, London, England, United Kingdom
It has been shown that a 4-sensor regular circular chromaticity space can be emulated by a 3sensor chromaticity space. One solution for a 3-sensor color space is a diamond shaped chromaticity space, with the vertices of the diamond corresponding to the primary colours. This is
equivalent to a 4-sensor chromaticity space by means of a simple transform. It is fully regular
with respect to monochromatic wavelength and with respect to equal energy white light. That is,
with respect to monochromatic light mixed with equal energy white light, a visual system with
3 sensors is able to accurately determine the wavelength of the monochromatic component and
the amount of white light, if it is within the spectral range of its sensors. The monochromatic
component of the light does not have to consist of light of a single wavelength, but the spectral
breadth must be within a limit determined by the sensor overlap and the spectral breadth has to
be constant as well as known. This may be considered to be the ideal case for colour perception.
Unfortunately, real-world colour is rarely in this ideal form. Yellow colours in particular are very
broad spectrum, and the spectral width varies as the colour progresses from yellow colours to
reds, or from yellow colours to greens. In either case yellow colours are broad spectrum and
green and red are narrow spectrum. This is evident in the way colour is produced in the natural world, such as the colours produced by flowering plants. In this paper it will be shown that
the sensor functions for an ideal 3-sensor chromaticity space can be modified slightly to provide colour spaces that allow an equivalent dominant wavelength to be determined for real-world
colours that are not in the ideal form. In doing so, it may be observed that the sensor functions
and the resulting chromaticity space approaches that of the horseshoe shaped chromaticity space
of the CIE standard observer. Doing so diminishes the ability to easily calculate the wavelength
from a chromaticity coordinate and it also diminishes the regularity of the white level, especially
at the spectral peripheries. Furthermore, a spectral gap opens at the spectral meridian between
the top of the spectral range and the bottom of the spectral range. However, at the cost of these
deficiencies, we see considerable improvement in the ability of the chromaticity space to represent non-monochromatic colour in a way that is more perceptually predictive of human colour
perception.
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36. Measurement of Individual Color Space Using Luminous Vector Field
David Alleysson, David Méary
LPNC, Grenoble, France
A luminous vector field is a set of couples (x, v) where x is a point in the computer display color
space and v the direction of observer’s dependent achromatic luminosity change from x. That
vector field is the set of orthogonal vectors to iso-luminous surfaces considering each vector v
locally orthogonal to one surface passing through x. If the set of surfaces covering individual
color space by stacking are considered quadratic and proportional, iso-luminous surfaces can be
reconstructed from vector field. If, like luminance in colorimetry, luminosity vectors are parallels
for the whole color space, iso-luminous surfaces were planes. Otherwise, iso-luminous surface
can be ellipsoid or hyperboloid depending on the vector field divergence or convergence. We
embedded computer display color space into a Euclidean space for enabling orthogonality. We
choose two orthogonal planes passing through x where we measure luminous vector by heterochromatic photometry using minimum motion stimulus contrasts around x. Two sessions of
minimum motion in either plane determines the three coordinates of luminous vector v attached
to x. We repeat the measurement for several points placed on spheres of different radii. Fifteen
points on five different radii for the two authors and six points for three different radii for twenty
naı̈ve observers. We estimate an affine model v = Ax + a0 for each observer. From observer’s
data A and a0 we deduced the quadratic form of the surface (x ≠ x0 )t H(x ≠ x0 ) = k2 . Where
x0 is the origin for the visual system, k is the level of the surface passing through x and H the
surface metric for the observer’s color space. All the iso-luminous surfaces we calculate were
hyperboloids with a metric tensor H having one or two negative eigenvalues. This suggests that
observer’s color space is a stack of iso-luminous hyperboloid sheets. All hyperboloids are included into a cone, the spectral cone for the observer of equation (x ≠ x0 )t H(x ≠ x0 ) = 0.
From the spectral cone envelopp three vectors LMS are extracted, composing with the visual
origin x0 and the metric H, a frame for the observer hyperbolic color space.
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37. Observer Variation in Perception of Brown With Various Chromatic Centers
Keizo Shinomori1 , John S. Werner2
1

Kochi University of Technology, Kami-city, Kochi, Japan, 2 University of California, Davis,
Sacramento, CA, USA

Brown and black are considered among eleven basic colors. However, they are different in production and reproduction from other basic colors; these colors cannot be perceived in a single
light in a completely-dark surround. Induced blackness requires a relatively bright environment
or an annulus surrounding a central field, as we have quantified in previous studies. Brown
perception involves more complex mechanisms because some special chromatic conditions are
additionally required in the central field. Further, induced brown varies from beige through a
series of light and dark browns as a function of surround luminance. Brown perception has been
investigated in terms of color categories, and color chips categorized as ‘brown.’ However, how
the chromatic conditions of the central field change the perception of brown is not yet known. In
this research, we investigated the relations between brown perception and chromatic conditions
of the central field surrounded by a white annulus on a CRT monitor. To avoid the difficulty and
unexpected bias in estimating the magnitude of the brownness perceived in the central field, we
employed a paired-comparison method. Two white annuli of fixed luminance were simultaneously presented side by side, and the observer indicated which chromatic central field appeared
more brown by pressing a left or right button. All win-loss scores of central field conditions were
transformed to z-scores after the comparison of all combinations of the conditions. Whilst the
data using this method are in ordinal scale, the results were reliable. We changed the chromaticity
coordinates of the central field in terms of a dominant wavelength and saturation to obtain the
best area of the center color in chromaticity coordinates. Results were obtained from five normal
trichromats. The best brown perception was obtained with dominant wavelengths of 580-590 nm,
which are longer than for a tritan yellow (on a line passing through D65). Observer variation is
relatively large compared to other basic colors such as unique yellow. It may suggest that brown
perception is not so strongly normalized by the natural environment as it is different from redgreen and blue-yellow opponent responses which are strongly normalized to zero at the white
daylight (D65). It may also be influenced by individual preferences for light vs. dark brown as
the best exemplar of this contrast color.
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38. Chromatic Induction by Surrounds Varying in Melanopsin Activity Level on
Red/green Balanced Yellow Stimuli
Tanner J. DeLawyer, Keizo Shinomori
Kochi University of Technology, Kami, Kochi, Japan
Much of the literature suggests melanopsin activity (through ipRGC cells) can influence perceived brightness in human vision. Additionally our past research has shown that the brightness
of a surround can dramatically influence the red/green balance of yellow stimuli. Specifically
brighter surrounds induce greenishness into a central stimulus, that then must be made more red
in order to achieve a red/green balance. Previous research from our lab showed that through silence substitution surrounds varying only in their melanopsin activity are consistently perceived
as brighter when there is more melanopsin activating light present. It therefore follows that a
surround that has greater melanopsin activity could potentially induce greenishness into a central
test stimulus that would then need a greater amount of L/L+M cone activity in order to achieve
a perceptual red/green balance. Using an apparatus previously used in DeLawyer et al. (2020)
we created a set of surrounds varying only in their melanopsin activation (identical luminance,
L, M, and S-cone activity). This is achieved by using 3 projectors with filters applied that allow
for the creation of stimuli that have identical luminance and cone trolands, but have differing
activation of the wavelengths associated with melanopsin dependent cells. Looking through a
2mm pinhole subjects could see a flashing (1s on, 3s off) central 2o yellow stimulus set to a
random equiluminant red/green balance point (varying in their L/L+M cone activity) that was
surrounded by a contiguous equiluminant orange surround taking up the remaining visible visual
field (approximately 18o ). The subject could freely adjust the red/green balance of the yellow
stimulus until they achieved a balance point where it looked neither reddish nor greenish. At
that point the subject would confirm their balance point and a new surround with a different level
of melanopsin activity would appear along with a newly randomised yellow test. The results of
these experiments suggest a consistent induction of greenishness by high melanopsin activity surrounds. Subjects had to add a greater amount of red (L/L+M) to the central yellow test in order
to achieve a balance point when the melanopsin activity of the surround was higher compared
to conditions where it was lower. This is consistent with results from our previous studies of
bright surrounds on red/green balance and suggests melanopsin mediated brightness induction as
a potential explanation.
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39. The Topography of Unique Yellow Across the Trichromatic Cone Mosaic
William S. Tuten1 , John E. Vanston1 , Austin Roorda1 , Sierra Schleufer2 , Vimal P.
Pandiyan2 , Ramkumar Sabesan2 , Alexandra E. Boehm1,3
1

Herbert Wertheim School of Optometry and Vision Science, University of California, Berkeley,
Berkeley, CA, USA, 2 Department of Ophthalmology, University of Washington, Seattle, WA,
USA, 3 Google, LLC, Mountain View, CA, USA (current position)

Color appearance is remarkably consistent across observers, despite several sources of anatomical
variability. Studies using larger stimuli (Ø 0.5o ) have shown that the wavelength that appears
uniquely yellow ( 580 nm) is invariant to individual differences in the relative numerosity of the
long (L) and middle (M) wavelength sensitive cones, suggesting the existence of mechanisms
that compensate for intrinsic variability in the neural machinery of color pathways (e.g. Neitz et
al., 2002). The spatial scale at which this compensation occurs is unknown. Within an individual
retina, the near random arrangement of L and M cones produces local variations in cone spectral
demographics that can depart markedly from the global L:M ratio. The degree to which unique
yellow correlates with the underlying spectral topography of the cone mosaic may therefore shed
light on the mechanism that renders large-field color appearance invariant to L:M ratio. We used
an adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO) to correct ocular aberrations and
measure the topography of unique yellow at ≥2o eccentricity using retinally stabilized stimuli
ranging from 2.18 to 6.55 arcmin in diameter. A staircase procedure was used to find the mixture
of red (l = 680 nm) and green (l = 543 nm) AOSLO primaries that appeared neither red nor green.
Additional measurements were obtained with an unstabilized large-field (0.9o ) stimulus using the
same procedure. Three color-normal subjects with spectrally classified mosaics participated in
the experiment; global L:M ratios were 1.35, 1.47, and 0.84, respectively. For all subjects, unique
yellow estimates at the smallest stimulus size (2.18 arcmin) varied in accordance with the local
topography of L and M cones (one-tailed Spearman rank correlation; rs = -0.56; p < 0.01),
with unique yellow shifting to longer wavelengths as the local proportion of L cones decreased.
We compared the data to a model in which the L:M ratio compensation mechanism is tuned to
the global L:M cone ratio. We found that while unique yellow was correlated with the local
spectral topography of the L/M cones – ruling out a strictly local compensation mechanism – the
variability was less than expected under the global normalization model. Variability in unique
yellow estimates was further reduced as stimulus size was increased to 6.55 arcmin, suggesting
that the mechanisms that compensate for variations in L:M ratio operate at intermediate spatial
scales.
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40. Sensitivity to Temporal Changes in Natural Daylight Chromaticity and
Illuminance
Anya C. Hurlbert, Ruben Pastilha
Newcastle University, Newcastle upon Tyne, United Kingdom
Natural daylight is spectrally dynamic, changing over short and long timescales. Analysis of existing spectral irradiance databases and new measurements of natural illumination changes over
the day reveal a characteristic pattern: chromaticity changes rapidly in early morning and late
evening, when illuminance is lowest, remaining relatively stable in between; and illuminance
smoothly rises and falls with solar elevation, but may spike unsystematically due to weatherrelated factors. We hypothesise that to maintain perceptual stability of object colour, the human
visual system evolved mechanisms to dampen sensitivity to these natural changes in illumination.
Previous psychophysical studies (Pastilha et al. 2020; Kong et al. 2020) demonstrate that the visibility of temporal changes in global illumination chromaticity depends on the chromatic direction
of change and adapting chromaticity. For stimuli that mimic natural daylight, at morning/evening
illuminance levels (340 lux), sensitivity to linearly-ramped changes away from extreme chromaticities (e.g. 13000K and 2000K) towards neutral is significantly lower than in the opposite
direction. The results suggest that for cool color temperatures, e.g. in the evening, people might
be more sensitive to ‘blueing’ vs. ‘yellowing’ of light, at least at constant illuminance. We now
report that sensitivity to temporal changes in chromaticity is altered by concomitant changes in
illuminance. Observers (N=10) viewed a static colourful scene, immersed in illumination generated by spectrally tunable lamps. In fixed-interval trials, the illumination chromaticity changed
smoothly along the daylight locus and/or the illuminance increased or decreased, from a ‘cool’
base light of 10000K. The magnitude of change varied across trials to enable threshold estimation. As found previously, thresholds for isoluminant chromaticity changes towards neutral were
higher than for away. Concomitant changes in illuminance – whether up or down - had opposite effects on detection thresholds for chromaticity changes in the ‘cool’ vs. ‘warm’ directions,
raising thresholds for the former, and lowering thresholds for the latter, causing the significant
difference to reverse. These results suggest that people might be less sensitive to ‘blueing’ than
‘yellowing’ of illumination when illuminance changes in both morning and evening.
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41. Analytical Approach to Cultural Heritage Polychromy: Light and Colour
Sophia Sotiropoulou
Foundation for Research and Technology-Hellas, Institute of Electronic Structure and Laser,
Heraklion, Greece
People have searched for natural sources of colour since prehistoric times and have been looking
for ways to apply them to surfaces and make them last as long as possible. Colour became a
diachronically premium expressive means in art, first exploring natural resources but, over time,
expanding and deploying the expressive power of colour by developing techniques of elaborating the raw materials to improve or vary their physical properties, also by producing synthetic
materials with highly-controlled recipes as well as by innovating in application methods proper
for each substrate. Thus, the materials and inexhaustible ways of colour application have evolved
with the human mind and culture. Analytical research contributes significantly to the investigation of the materiality of colour and to detect and trace its possible change, fading or loss over
time, with the intention of reconstructing the original appearance of the objects as conceived by
their creators and appreciated at the time of their creation. However, in the case of fragmentary
remnants of colour on originally polychrome objects, the exact identification of the materials on
the object’s surface provides only a partial understanding and gives only limited hints to build
theories for the original appearance of the objects. More importantly, colour constitutes an interdisciplinary research topic involving material science and provenance studies, but requiring
a broader approach to colour perception, addressing sensorial, cognitive and psychological responses to colour, as well as getting insight into its semantic content with respect to the context
in which the coloured objects or polychrome artworks belong. Light is our tool for investigating
colour, to identify the materials and elucidating the techniques of its application with various
media and on different substrates. It is equally the means to display, to communicate colour and
enhance its perception in exhibitions by museum visitors. However, light is on the same time
the insidious enemy of colour, threatening the most sensitive aspect of the artwork. Preventive
conservation is in parity with Museum lighting design and research has significantly contributed
to solve the ‘The Dilemma: seeing vs saving.’.
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42. Evaluation of Color Vision Related Quality of Life Changes Due to Cataract
Surgery
Zane Jansone-Langina1,2 , Renārs Trukša1 , Maris Ozolinsh1 , Gunta Krumina1
1

University of Latvia, Riga, Latvia, 2 The Dr. Solomatin Eye Center, Riga, Latvia

After cataract surgery, patients often experience a change in color vision sensitivity while looking
at everyday objects. The task of vision specialists is to understand the patient’s complaints and
to inform the patient about expectations after surgery in order to prepare the patient for the new
condition. The aim of our study was to evaluate the patient’s subjective feelings at 2 weeks and
6 months after cataract surgery and to compare the results with the Farnsword-100 hue test. This
study analyzed 96 patients (mean age 61.24 ± 21.31 years). Our research investigated patients
with nuclear cataract diagnosis. Participants who had age related macular degeneration, diabetic
retinopathy, glaucoma were excluded from the research. The patients filled out the modified
Visual Activities Questionnaire (VAQ) which includes 8 questions about color vision to identify
patients’ subjective feelings at various periods: 1 day before, 2 weeks and 6 months after the
cataract removal surgery. The color vision related quality was compared with the Farnsworth
Munsell 100 Hue Color Vision Test (FM100) which was analyzed by calculating the total error
score (TES). Afterwards the ANOVA one way test (significance level 5%) was used to compare
the differences between the various periods. Before the cataract removal surgery participants did
not feel color vision sensitivity related effects due to cataract, but 2 weeks after the surgery they
experience a statistically significant change (before mean value 2.18 ± 1.17 units, after 2 weeks
3.14 ± 0.67; p=0.04). There was not a statistically significant difference when comparing the
TES results (before 78.33 ± 14.01 units; 2 weeks after 72.88 ± 18.19; p=0.48). At 6 months
post-surgery the patient did not feel any subjective color vision changes as compared to the 2
week period (mean value 2.86 ± 1.13 units; p=0.09) but the FM100 test results did show a
color sensitivity change (mean score 37.22 ± 20.24 units; p=0.05). Two weeks after the cataract
removal surgery participants reported a sudden color vision related change but the questionnaire
result did not match the observation in Farnsworth Munsell hue 100 test. Six months after the
cataract removal surgery patients did not experience color sensitivity changes but there was a
statistically significant difference in FM100 test results as compared to 2 weeks. Overall, the
subjective observations of patients do not match with FM100 test results.
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43. The Role of Routine Colour Vision Testing in Children With
Neurofibromatosis Type 1
Manca Tekavcic Pompe, Maja Sustar Habjan
University Eye Clinic, Ljubljana, Slovenia
One of the major vision threatening findings in children with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is
optic pathway glioma. In everyday clinical practice children with NF1 perform different tests to
evaluate visual pathway function. The purpose of this study was to investigate the role of colour
vision testing in children with NF1. Thirty-nine children with genetically confirmed NF1 were
included in the study, 15 (38%) girls and 24 (62%) boys with average age 11.5 ± 4.3 years (range
1 month – 14 years). The average follow-up time was 7.8 ± 3.9 years. All children performed
thorough ophthalmic investigation and visual electrodiagnostic (visual evoked potentials, VEP),
while colour vision testing using HRR test and perimetry was performed, if sufficient cooperation was achieved. Optic pathway glioma (OPG) was diagnosed in 57% of children. At the last
visit 6% of all NF1 children showed abnormal colour vision and 12% of children with confirmed
OPG. Visual field defects were found in 12% of all NF1 children and in 19% of children with
confirmed OPG. Visual electrodiagnostic showed impaired visual pathway function in 36% of all
NF1 children and in 55% of children with confirmed OPG. 9/39(23%) children were unable to
perform colour vision testing, 14/39(36%) were unable to perform perimetry, while all 39 were
able to perform VEP. Colour vision deficiency was asymmetrical between eyes in both children
with bilateral or chiasmal OPG who showed acquired colour vision deficiency bilaterally. In 3
eyes red-green type of deficiency was present, while in one eye diffuse colour vision deficiency
was demonstrated. Colour vision testing using HRR pseudoisochromatic plates is a useful additional clinical tool in evaluation of children with NF1. Sensitivity for detection optic nerve
dysfunction is comparable to perimetry, but inferior to VEP that can be performed also with less
cooperative children
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44. Subclinical Changes Detected in Diabetes Mellitus Using Highly Sensitive
Imaging and Colour Vision Assessment
Megan H. Vaughan1,2 , Nicole Tay1 , Thomas Kane1,2 , Angelos Kalitzeos1,2 , Nav
Singh1,2 , Adrian Zheng1,2 , Bishwanath Pal2 , Ranjan Rajendram1,2 , Konstantinos
Balaskas2 , M. Pilar Martin Gutierrez2 , J. Carlo Artiaga2 , Hanan Nussinovitch2 ,
Khadra Adan2 , Marisa Rodriguez-Carmona3 , John Barbur3 , Michel Michaelides1,2 ,
Emily Patterson1,2
1

2

UCL Institute of Ophthalmology, University College London, London, United Kingdom,
Moorfields Eye Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, London, United Kingdom, 3 City, University
of London, London, United Kingdom

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is the leading cause of vision loss in working-age adults in the developed world. Although it is appreciated that photoreceptor damage and colour vision loss occur
in DR, the relationship between these structural and functional changes remains unclear. We
aim to determine if there is a difference in cone density and colour vision between people with
and without diabetes mellitus (DM). Monocular data from five patients with DM, with varying
levels of DR, and eight normally-sighted controls without DM, were examined to assess photoreceptor structure and colour vision. The retina was imaged using colour fundus photography
and both confocal and nonconfocal split-detection adaptive optics scanning light ophthalmoscopy
(AOSLO). Cone density was assessed using confocal images from 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 degrees eccentricity along the four meridians (where possible) using 55 x 55 mm regions of interest. Colour
vision was assessed using the Colour Assessment and Diagnosis (CAD) test, which yielded both
red-green (RG) and yellow-blue (YB) chromatic discrimination thresholds. RG and YB thresholds were significantly greater in patients with DM than in controls (RG p = 0.045, YB p = 0.030).
There were no statistically significant differences in cone density, at any of the locations analysed,
between patients with DM and controls. However, AOSLO images revealed abnormalities in the
reflectivity (confocal) and structure (split-detection) of the photoreceptors in patients with DM
that were not clinically detectable in their colour fundus images. In agreement with previous
reports, we found increased chromatic discrimination thresholds in patients with DM. Although
we did not find significant differences in cone density, we did observe subclinical changes with
AOSLO. Such changes may be detectable using alternative analysis techniques, such as spacing
metrics, Voronoi analysis, or deep learning algorithms, potentially providing a valuable screening tool for early detection of DR. A larger sample size is needed for more definitive conclusions.
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45. Digital Adjustments in CAD Construction Programs for Individuals With
Red-Green Vision Deficiency
Michael Zechner
University of Applied Sciences for Management & Communication, Vienna, Austria
The efficient operation of CAD software requires perfect color vision. Red-green vision deficiency reduces the absorption of color information. This mainly affects the male population.
Approximately one in twelve men (8 %) and one in 200 women (0.5 %) are affected by color vision deficiency. The projected growth in CAD software underlines the relevance of this research
not only for male and female CAD designers, but also for (CAD software manufacturing) companies. The aim of this research is to evaluate digital adaptations in the software visualization
capacity of CAD software that are designed to enable users with a red-green vision deficiency to
efficiently perform digital design tasks in companies. For this purpose, the theoretical elaboration
of this thesis sheds light upon both the color setting options in CAD construction programs and
the term ‘digital accessibility’. The empirical part then addresses company-side processes that
support red-green deficient CAD users. It also analyzes the benefits that companies can derive
from providing accessible software in the CAD industry. These topics are answered via an extensive literature review and the choice of a qualitative research approach. Eleven experts from
the CAD industry were interviewed individually with the help of a set of question guidelines.
The resulting data was analyzed using a category scheme based on qualitative content analysis
structured according to Kuckartz. The resulting findings lead to the conclusion that the CAD
systems that were investigated offer the possibility of color settings – the challenge is the lack of
knowledge on the part of users. The clear benefit offered to users by color optimization in CAD
software is a more efficient way of working, and this also benefits companies. Raising awareness
is the key to the inclusion of people with color vision deficiency and to a more open corporate
culture. Anonymised color vision tests in companies as well as in the CAD software itself can
play a decisive role in this and should therefore be explored in the future.
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46. The Downside of Contrast Gain Enhancement in Anomalous Trichromacy:
Noise Diminishes Maximum Response
Kenneth Knoblauch1,2 , John S. Werner3
1

Inserm, Stem Cell and Brain Research Institute, Bron, France, 2 Faculty of Health and Social
Sciences, University of South-Eastern Norway, Kongsberg, Norway, 3 University of California,
Davis, Sacramento, CA, USA
Several studies demonstrate an allostatic compensation in the color vision of anomalous trichromats to adjust for attenuated chromatic input due to reduced spectral separation of their two
long-wavelength photopigments. Using difference scaling, we previously found that increased
steepness of the estimated contrast response function (CRF) was accompanied by a decrease in
the maximum response (Knoblauch et al., 2020, JOSA A). These two features of the CRF are
modeled by two parameters that independently influence the CRF’s slope at low contrasts and
its maximum value. Here, we investigated the effects of contrast noise on the shape of the CRF.
The difference scaling model already includes a term for additive, Gaussian judgement noise,
but this only influences the maximum value not the slope of the CRF. Instead, we consider a
model with multiplicative, gamma-distributed noise perturbing the encoding of contrast. Since
the noise is also multiplied by the contrast gain parameter, we hypothesized that it could lead to
decreased maximum response. We modeled the CRF’s of normal trichromatic, protanomalous
and deuteranomalous observers with common values for the response gain and the multiplicative
noise variance. A minimal perceived contrast for each observer was obtained from our previous
study and accounted for the loss of chromatic information from increased photopigment spectral
overlap of anomalous observers. Only the contrast gain was allowed to vary across observers.
For each observer, we simulated 100 difference scaling experiments with decisions dependent
on the noisy response functions and fit them using the maximum likelihood difference scaling
model. The contrast gain parameters were adjusted so that the average of the simulations best
fit the population curves. The results reproduce the experimental data, i.e., increased steepness
at low contrasts and reduced maximum response at high contrasts, and support our hypothesis,
above. Thus, with contrast noise in the model, variation of a single parameter suffices to describe
the differences between observers in both CRF steepness and maximum value. These results
provide an account for why we observed a linear dependence between contrast and response gain
in our first study and suggest a simple mechanism to explain why anomalous observers display
increased response gain after wearing glasses that enhance chromatic contrast.
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47. Color Diversity Judgments in Peripheral Vision: Evidence Against
‘Cost-Free’ Representations
Brian Odegaard1 , Brylee Hawkins1 , Dee Evans1 , Anya Preston1 , Kendra
Westmoreland1 , Callie E. Mims1,2 , Kiara Lolo1 , Nicholas Rosario1
1

University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA, 2 University of South Alabama, Mobile, AL, USA

How much color in the unattended visual periphery do we actually perceive? One intriguing proposal posits that peripheral vision is characterized by the representation of summary statistics,
and that observers can easily perceive a particular summary representation, ‘color diversity,’ outside of attended areas in dual-task paradigms (Bronfman et al. 2014). This proposal has sparked
vigorous debate about whether color perception in the periphery is ‘rich’ and marked by vivid
details (Usher et al. 2018; Block 2014), or ‘sparse’ and more limited than we might suppose
(Ward, Bear, and Scholl 2016; Ward 2018). To inform this debate, we asked the following question: do ‘cost-free’ representations of color extend to peripheral vision? To answer this question,
we conducted three experiments. First, we replicated the original finding from Bronfman et al.
on a standard computer monitor. Participants (N = 30) viewed a briefly-presented 4x6 rectangular grid of colored letters and were asked to recall a specific letter from a cued row and rate
the level of color diversity for different rows in the grid (Experiment 1). Results showed that
the task of reporting color diversity for non-cued rows did not impact people’s ability to accurately recall specific letters from cued rows, indicating color diversity is processed ‘cost-free’ in
central vision. Next, using the same letters, colors, and timing parameters from this task, we
modified the stimulus presentation method and displayed a circular letter array on a large projector screen in the peripheral visual field (Experiment 2; N = 21). Contrasting our previous
results, color variability perception was impaired, as color diversity judgments exhibited lower
performance for uncued rows. Finally, we conducted an experiment with the same task as Experiment 2, but a different subjective question at the end of each trial, where we asked participants
to evaluate their confidence in their color variability judgments in peripheral vision (Experiment
3). Performance again decreased for color variability judgments in uncued rows in the periphery,
but interestingly, confidence judgments accurately tracked impaired performance in minimallyattended visual areas. Together, these findings provide evidence that color perception may be
partially attention-dependent in peripheral vision, and challenge views on both sides of the rich
vs. sparse debate.
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48. Differences in Colour Fading and Recovery Under Sustained Fixation
Rytis Stanikunas1 , Alvydas Soliunas1,2 , Remigijus Bliumas1 , Karolina Jocbalyte1 ,
Algirdas Novickovas1,3
1

Institute of Psychology, Vilnius University, Vilnius, Lithuania, 2 Institute of Biosciences,
Vilnius University, Vilnius, Lithuania, 3 Institute of Photonics and Nanotechnology, Vilnius
University, Vilnius, Lithuania
More than two centuries ago, the Swiss philosopher I. P. V. Troxler announced the fact that fixated
images fade away during normal vision (Troxler, 1804). Since this publication, the phenomenon,
now known as Troxler fading, have become the subject of intensive research. Many researchers
were eager to find out why we experience image fading and under what conditions image restoration happens. Here we investigated the dynamics of colour stimulus fading and recovery under
the sustained eye fixation. The objective of the experiments was to find out which colours fade
and recover faster under isoluminant conditions. The stimuli were eight blurred colour rings extending 20o in size. Four unique colours (red, yellow, green, blue) and four intermediate colours
were used. Stimuli were displayed on a computer monitor on a grey background and were isoluminant to the background. The presentation of the stimulus lasted 2 minutes and subjects were
required to look at the fixation point in the middle of the ring and suppress eye movements. During all presentations, eye movements were recorded with eye tracking equipment operating at 250
Hz. The task for subjects was to report the moments of change in stimulus visibility by pressing one of the four keys corresponding to the four degrees of stimulus completeness. We found
that all investigated colours undergo fading and recovery cycles during 2 minutes of observation.
The data suggest that purple, blue and cyan colours promotes faster stimulus fading and undergo
more recovery cycles, while longer wavelength colours slow down stimulus fading. Also, we
have noticed that there are individual differences in colour stimuli fading and recovery dynamics
between subjects, probably related to individual colour preferences.
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49. Appearance of Parafoveally Presented Colour as a Function of Size: Linking
the Chromatic and Achromatic Domains
Ana Rozman1 , Jasna Martinovich1,2
1

University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, United Kingdom, 2 University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh,
United Kingdom

Previous work has demonstrated parafoveally presented colour stimuli appear increasingly desaturated as their size is reduced (e.g. Knau & Werner, 2002, JOSA A, 19, 208-214). We replicated
these findings using stimuli defined along cardinal axes of cone-opponent mechanisms. Observers were asked to adjust chromatic contrast of test stimuli that differed in size to match saturation of a 2o reference stimulus. Adjustments revealed pronounced desaturation for parafoveally
presented stimuli of 0.33o and below, with strongest effect observed for bluish stimuli. We explored this effect further by presenting chromatic contrast on positive and negative luminance
pedestals in the same matching task. Just-noticeable-differences in brightness were measured
for each observer and pedestals of 3 or 6 JNDs for positive or negative luminance polarity were
added to colour stimuli. We failed to observe a general reduction in desaturation with these
relatively low contrast luminance pedestals, although a tendency for more contrast constancy
across size was observed for yellowish stimuli on both positive and negative luminance pedestals
and bluish stimuli on negative pedestals. A subset of observers repeated the contrast matching
task with achromatic stimuli (positive and negative luminance polarities) for a set of reference
stimulus contrasts, ranging between 0.04 and 0.36 RMS contrast. These represented luminance
contrast matched to standard chromatic contrast appearance used previously, or 3 and 9 times
this value. When achromatic reference stimuli matched chromatic reference stimuli contrast,
perceived contrast decreased for both positive and negative luminance polarities as parafoveally
presented stimuli were reduced in size. This effect was as pronounced as in isoluminant colour
stimuli. For negative luminance polarity, contrast constancy was achieved at 0.36 RMS contrast,
but for positive polarity the perceived contrast remained relatively unaffected across reference
contrasts. Our observations are generally in line with the model of contrast constancy, which
defines the relationship between threshold and suprathreshold perception of contrast; however
this does not fully account for asymmetry between positive and negative polarity at high contrast
level. Taken together, our results demonstrate desaturation of parafoveal stimuli with decreased
size can be explained by general properties of contrast perception and is not uniquely present in
chromatic stimuli.
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50. Testing Melanopsin and Rod Intrusion in Large-Field Cone Fundamentals: A
Statistical Approach
Pablo A. Barrionuevo1 , Maria L. Sandoval Salinas1 , Dingcai Cao2
1

Instituto de Investigación en Luz, Ambiente y Visión, UNT-CONICET, San Miguel de
Tucumán, Tucumán, Argentina, 2 Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences,
University of Illinois, Chicago, IL, USA

In the CIE (2006) recommendations, the differences between 2o and 10o cone fundamentals (obtained at corneal level) are explained by optical density differences due to macular pigment and
cone photopigments. However, since the discovery of melanopsin expressing cells in the human retina, evidence of their intrusion in brightness and color vision for extrafoveal stimuli is
increasing. Furthermore, rod contribution to color vision has been largely shown. The objective
of this study was to assess the intrusion of melanopsin and rods in large-field L, M, and S cone
fundamentals. We predicted 10o fundamentals values based on 2o fundamentals values to assess
whether rod and/or melanopsin contribution are necessary for a better prediction. Four nested
regression models were tested: rods + melanopsin + cones (M1), melanopsin + cones (M2), rods
+ cones (M3), and only cones (M4). The models were assessed with likelihood ratio tests for
comparison of model fits. Analyses were conducted considering CIE and Smith & Pokorny’s
(1975, S&P) fundamentals. Also, this approach was implemented considering own experimental
color matching data for large- and small-fields, and incorporating the optical filtering proposed
by CIE recommendations to the computation. For S fundamental, M1 model was better (p <
0.001) than M2, M3, and M4; M2 was better than M4 (p < 0.05); and M3 was similar than M4
(p = 0.52, CIE; p = 0.35, S&P). For M fundamental, M1 was better than M2 and M4 (p < 0.001),
and similar (p = 0.06, CIE) or better (p < 0.001, S&P) than M3. For L fundamental, M1 was
similar than M2 (p = 0.43, CIE; p = 0.09, S&P), better than M4 (p ¡ 0.001, CIE and S&P), and
better (p < 0.05, CIE) or similar (p = 0.43, S&P) than M3. Incorporation of optical filtering
effect to experimental data didn’t explain completely the differences between small- and largefield conditions. Instead, incorporation of the filters effect in addition with rods and melanopsin
produced a better fit. The difference between 10o and 2o S fundamentals is explained by a combination of rods and melanopsin, for both CIE and S&P curves; also, the inclusion of melanopsin
to the only cone model improved the fitting but the inclusion of rods did not. Less agreement
between CIE and S&P sets was obtained for M and L fundamentals. This approach suggests that
melanopsin and rods may play a role in the large field sensitivity functions, especially for the S
fundamental.
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51. Pathways to Colour in the Eye and Brain
Paul R. Martin
University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia
Paul Martin’s abiding research interest is the structure and function of the visual system with
emphasis on relation of parallel nerve pathways to color, form, and motion modalities of visual
perception. His lecture will summarise evidence for distinct neural pathways that carry visual
signals supporting blue-yellow and red-green axes of colour vision. These pathways emerge
at the first level of visual processing in the retina, where cone photoreceptors contact bipolar
cells and horizontal cells, and are carried to the brain as trains of action potentials in axons of
multiple classes of retinal output neurones (ganglion cells). At the first point of interaction with
brain pathways, in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus in the thalamus, there is anatomical and
functional segregation of blue-yellow and red-green colour vision pathways. The consequences
of this segregation will be discussed.
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52. The Impact of Motion on Translucency Perception
Davit Gigilashvili, Lakshay Jain, David Norman Dı́az Estrada
Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Gjøvik, Norway
Translucency is one of the key appearance attributes that has a significant impact on visual appearance of objects and materials. We daily interact with translucent objects – cheese, cream,
wax, and marble can be named among many. However, we have very limited understanding of
the visual mechanisms used by the human visual system to perceive translucency and to distinguish between translucent and opaque objects. Separating contributions of surface reflectance
and subsurface light transport to the still image structure is an ill-posed problem. A behavioral
study (Gigilashvili et al., JAIC 2021) of translucency assessment process has shown that human
observers often move objects to assess their translucency, as the optical flow differs between
transmissive and opaque objects. Therefore, we hypothesize that translucent objects appear more
translucent and less opaque when observed in motion than when shown as still images. To test
this hypothesis, we used physically-based rendering to generate synthetic images and videos of
translucent materials, and conducted two psychophysical experiments in controlled conditions:
binary classification and asymmetric material matching. In the first experiment, the objects were
shown first as videos and then as still images, and the observer had to decide whether it was
made of a translucent or an opaque material. In the second experiment, an observer viewed a
video and a still image simultaneously. They could use arrow keys to switch still images, changing either extinction coefficient of the material, or the subsurface scattering albedo. The task
was to choose a still image, which appeared to be made of the same material as the one in the
video. To study the impact of foveal and peripherial motion, two types of videos were generated
– a rotating object shown on a still background, and a still object on a rotating background. The
preliminary results indicate that for some materials, the magnitude of perceived translucency is
not identical between dynamic and still scenes. Furthermore, object motion was observed to have
a larger impact than the background motion, and overall the impact of motion on the magnitude
of perceived translucency varies among materials – see-through, nearly transparent ones being
less impacted.
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53. Iridescence: When Surface Coatings Produce Colour-Changing Effects, How
Do We Judge Colour and Material?
Li Shiwen1 , Takuma Morimoto1,2 , Julie M. Harris3 , Hannah E. Smithson1
1

University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, 2 University of Giessen, Giessen, Germany,
3
University of St Andrews, St Andrews, United Kingdom

Iridescence is an optical phenomenon that produces colour from interference effects caused by
nanostructures in a material’s surface. The viewing-angle dependence of iridescence breaks the
object-colour relationship (e.g., ‘my blue scarf’), yet iridescence is commonly found in nature
and may have a specific signalling role in visual ecology. We investigated how iridescent and
non-iridescent objects are judged in terms of their colour and material using the method of Multidimensional Scaling (MDS). Stimuli consisted of eight printed blue squares that varied along
two dimensions: lightness (four levels, controlled by the opacity of a black layer) and iridescence
(non-iridescent and iridescent). The “iridescent” effect was achieved by layering the squares with
interference paint, such that the iridescent squares changed from blue (matching non-iridescent
squares) to gold with viewing angle. The squares were photographed at multiple angles to produce videos of each square tilting from left to right. Pairs of videos were presented in the MDS
task, and participants rated their similarity according to the task instructions. Each session consisted of 28 pairings of stimuli presented in a random order. The process was repeated five times,
resulting in a total of 140 trials per task. Participants (N=30) completed two tasks that involved
judging how similar the pairs of stimuli were in terms of their average colour (Colour task) and
how they were made (Material task). The instructions were aimed at disentangling perceptual
effects of pigment colour and surface coating. Similarity ratings were analysed separately for
each participant using MDS to map the distances between stimuli. To assess the influence of
task instructions, we generated two models using stimulus image statistics: average CIELAB
values across the stimulus region for all tilts (Model A) and for only tilts at which iridescent and
non-iridescent stimuli were the most similar (Model B). We used Procrustes transformation as a
measure of how well participants’ distance values conformed to each model. The analyses show
that the model of best fit was different for each task: Model B for the Colour task and Model A for
the Material task. These findings suggest that task instructions led to different strategies; specifically, observers sampled from different tilts depending on the tasks. We discuss the implications
of this result and why it prompts further investigation into the perception of iridescence.
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54. Object Colour Discrimination in Directionally Asymmetric Lighting
Environments
Samuel Ponting1 , Hannah E. Smithson1 , Takuma Morimoto1,2
1
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Previous research has shown that colour discrimination thresholds of digitally rendered objects
are highly dependent on the chromatic distribution of the lighting environment in which they
are rendered. For example, Morimoto and Smithson (2018) showed that thresholds to discriminate surface colours of matte and glossy objects are tuned to the distribution of colours within a
lighting environment. We have since compared these psychophysical thresholds to the thresholds
generated from a computational observer that uses a range of chromatic statistics from the rendered stimuli. We found that simple image statistics such as mean chromaticity over the diffuse
component yielded thresholds that were similar to the thresholds of human participants. However,
one characteristic of the lighting environment that is potentially important for discrimination but
has not previously been considered is its directional inhomogeneity (e.g., asymmetry and variation at different spatial scales). Using computational observers who base their judgements on
image statistics from matte and glossy objects rendered under different example environments,
an odd-one-out task was used to derive chromatic thresholds. One object was chromatically distinct from three distractor stimuli, each rendered in the same environment from different camera
angles. Directional asymmetry within each lighting environment was measured by variability of
colour reflected by achromatic objects across different camera angles. The discrimination thresholds generated from the models show that high amounts of directional asymmetry in the environment lead to higher discrimination thresholds. Analysis showed significant positive correlations
between the variability of light reflected by white objects and the area within a discrimination ellipse fitted to the discrimination thresholds for a given environment. This is likely to be because
larger variation in the illumination of objects within the environment adds more variability to the
lights reflected from the objects (and thus the proximal images on which the models operate).
These analyses highlight the importance of considering directional variation in the statistics of
environmental illumination when testing object colour perception.
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55. Colour Perception With Laser Eye Protection
Amanda G. Douglass1 , Kate Coffey1 , Renee Karas2 , Maria Gavrilescu2 , Larry Abel1,3
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Colour in visual displays is preferred by operators and can offer significant advantages including
increased efficiency, reduced errors and reduced cognitive load. With improvements in technology, colour displays are being introduced into situations where laser eye protection (LEP) is
required including air, maritime and land vehicles. Whilst vision standards exist for these operators, mild colour deficiencies are generally permitted. LEPs have the capacity to alter how
colours are viewed in such displays. LEP currently in use by rotary wing pilots was identified
and sourced. Colour perception with and without LEP was measured using clinical tests designed
to quantify the amount of colour signal required for detection (City University Colour Assessment and Diagnosis (CAD) and Konan ColorDx CCT-HD) for both colour normal and colour
deficient participants. Due to delays from COVID19 only 5 colour normal and 1 colour deficient
participants have been recruited thus far. A shift in colour contrast was seen whilst wearing the
laser eye protection. Participants with normal colour vision displayed a decrease in their blue
perception when wearing the LEP. For the deuteranomalous observer a similar reduction in blue
perception was seen with LEP use however an improvement in red and green perception was also
demonstrated. As laser eye protection and colour displays become more common their compatibility needs to be examined to ensure optimisation of this new technology. Laser eye protection
can produce significant alterations in colour perception which needs to be documented and taken
into consideration when designing colour displays.
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56. The Resolution of Ambiguous Neural Representations: The Role of
Chromatic Contrast
Jaelyn R. Peiso, Steven K. Shevell
University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA
Our visual systems usually construct a useful and unambiguous representation of the world.
When the visual system is presented with multiple compelling interpretations of the same space,
neural populations compete for perceptual dominance to resolve ambiguity. Spatial and temporal
context can guide the build-up of perceptual experience. Recent evidence shows that ambiguous
representations can be resolved by enhancing differences between objects in view, in addition to
enhancing perceived similarity (so-called interocular grouping; Peiso & Shevell, 2020). Can a
non-rivalrous region of a dichoptic test field affect the resolution of rivalrous regions in a similar
way? Two 1.5o discs, above and below fixation, were made ambiguous by chromatic interocular
switch rivalry (CISR). Dichoptic isoluminant (15 cd/m2 ) stimuli were swapped between the eyes
at 3.75 Hz (Christiansen et al., 2017). The background varied between trials and was presented
as a dichoptically stable chromaticity (non-rivalrous) or in CISR. The rivaling chromaticities for
backgrounds and discs were set at [L/(L+M), S/(L+M)] values of [0.62, 1.00], called ‘green,’ and
[0.71, 1.00], called ‘red.’ In short, between conditions, the background was varied and could
be rivalrous (red/green), stable red, or stable green, and discs were always rivalrous. Observers
reported both disc color and background color using a gamepad. All five observers resolved chromatically rivalrous discs as different in color from the stable background (e.g., two green discs
on a red background) more often than predicted by chance and more often than the same rivalrous discs on a chromatically rivalrous background. Compared to rivalrous backgrounds, stable
backgrounds caused significantly shorter mean total dominance times for similarity-enhanced,
grouped percepts (i.e., resolving the discs and the background as the same color). This evidence
shows that chromatic context affects the resolution of rivalrous regions. The results are consistent with a difference-enhancing process that divisively normalizes ambiguous signals with the
pooled chromatic signal of the chromatic.
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57. Chromatic Object-Substitution Masking (OSM) Does Not Follow the
Target-Flanker Similarity Hypothesis
Ryan Lange, Steven K. Shevelll
University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA
This study tested the target-flanker similarity hypothesis with object-substitution masking (OSM)
of chromatic representations. OSM uses flankers with simultaneous onset and delayed offset to
mask a target within an array of distractors. OSM is thought to disrupt ‘perceptual hypothesis
testing,’ in which a feedback signal ‘confirms’ the initial feedforward neural representation of
the target and flankers. In OSM, the delayed offset of the flankers causes the initial feedforward
representation to be replaced by a new neural representation of the masking flankers alone (Di
Lollo et al, 2000). Importantly, flankers that are more similar to their target are claimed to mask
the target more effectively (Goodhew et al, 2015). This similarity hypothesis was tested with
OSM using chromatically defined targets, distractors, and flankers. Flankers were varied in chromaticity to be either partially like or not at all like the target. OSM protocols used [lsY ] ‘l’ or ‘s’
axis-selective blurred-dot targets, distractors, and flankers, all equiluminant to a gray background
(l=0.665; s=1.0; Y=16 cd/m2 ). These could be ‘red’ (+l), ‘cyan’ (–l), ‘purple’ (+s), or ‘lime’ (–s).
In each trial, an equally spaced array of six dots (each at one of the four colors) was displayed for
33 ms. One of the six dots was cued as the target by its four simultaneously-onsetting flankers.
The flankers could offset either simultaneously or 250 ms after the six-dot array; and they could
be either two ‘red’ and two ‘cyan’ (±l) or two ‘purple’ and two ‘lime’ (±s). Thus, either two or
no flankers were the same color as the target, and either all or no flankers were varied along the
same color axis as the target. Subjects reported the color of the target using a two-probe array.
Classic OSM was corroborated: performance was higher when the flankers offset simultaneously
with the target rather than delayed. Also, the flanker offset × target axis interaction was significant, such that OSM was stronger for l-axis targets than s-axis targets, regardless of whether
the masking flankers were ±l or ±s. The target-flanker similarity hypothesis predicts that OSM
should be weaker when the target is unlike all flankers. The results showed this relation for ±l
flankers, but the opposite relation was found for ±s flankers. The similarity hypothesis cannot
explain this asymmetric effect of target-flanker similarity on chromatic OSM.
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58. Color, Space, and the Tusi Illusion
Arthur G. Shapiro, Isabella Sims
American University, Washington, D.C., USA
Most methods for specifying color do not include spatial parameters. Yet perceived colors always
have spatial extent: color can be attached to objects; color can cut across multiple objects, as in
the case of illumination; and color can float with eye movements, as in the case of afterimages
or other endogenous images. Indeed, color and space are so intertwined that changing the color
of pixels is what creates our perception of space in images and VR environments. Here, we
use the Tusi Illusion (Shapiro and Rose-Henig, 2012, 2013) to investigate interactions of color
and space. The Tusi Illusion (named after the 13th-century astronomer Nasir al-Din al-Tusi)
consists of small disks that move in straight lines through the center of a circle (e.g., one disk
moves back and forth along the horizontal; another disk at 15o ; another at 30o ; and so on); by
changing the relative phase of the motion of the individual disks, the combination of the disks
appears to take on a number of global shapes (e.g., an expanding circle, a rotating circle, and
a spinning clover shape). In this study, we present variations based on Tusi principles, with
disks that are colored. The resulting demonstrations and internet-based measurements indicate
the following: 1. Consistency vs. difference in color can shift the perceived direction of motion
of the global shape (that is, when the disks are different colors, the circle spins clockwise, but
when the disks are the same color, the circle spins anticlockwise); 2. Shifting attention away
from multiple disks to a single colored disk can shift the appearance of the global shape from
translational to rotational; 3. In the visual periphery, random alternations of contrast polarity can
disrupt the appearance of the global shape; and 4. With multiple Tusi circles, and color distributed
either along one circle or separated across all the circles, color can camouflage shape, but shapes
reappear when the image is blurred, indicating that the visual system has different uses for low
spatial frequency color and high spatial frequency color. The perceptual story conveyed through
low spatial frequency information is often very different from the perception conveyed through
high spatial frequency information; as a result, the switch from one spatial scale to another yields
radically different percepts.
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59. Spontaneous Emergence of Asymmetries in Chromatic Discrimination From
Deep Neural Networks Trained on Real-World Colour Images
Takuma Morimoto1,2 , Arash Akbarinia1 , Laysa Hedjar1 , Shuchen Guan1 , Matteo
Toscani3 , Karl R. Gegenfurtner1
1

University of Giessen, Giessen, Germany, 2 University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom,
3
Bournemouth University, Bournemouth, United Kingdom

It is known that a smaller stimulus difference is required to detect hue change than to detect
chroma change. However, previous studies also showed that this hue-superiority depends on
which region in the colour space we consider; e.g. strong hue-superiority is seen for orange
while hue and chroma thresholds are nearly the same for purple. Here, we hypothesised that
such asymmetry occurs because our discrimination ability is allocated to optimally discriminate
colours frequently seen in the real world. We approached this by investigating whether similar
threshold patterns spontaneously emerge from deep neural networks (DNNs) trained on over a
million real-world colour images. First, to check colour biases in training images, we analysed
their colour distribution. We confirmed that orangish hues are most frequent among all hues
in pixel colours, especially ones in the object region of the image. We then chose an objectrecognition DNN as a testing ground as it learns to extract features such as shape and colour
from images without explicit supervision, implying that colour biases in the training images may
be reflected in its internal representation. To estimate chromatic thresholds from the DNN, we
trained linear colour classifiers using signals read out from layers at different depths, with pretrained weights in the DNN frozen. For the training we generated new images consisting of 2-D
object shapes whose colours were randomly assigned. Each classifier was then formally tested
on hue and chroma discrimination at orange and purple regions. We found that, when the classifier was trained on signals from shallower layers, chromatic thresholds were overall smaller
and more similar to human thresholds, replicating the hue-superiority at the orange region. This
is presumably because signals from deeper layers represent high-level features useful for object
recognition where colour is diluted by other features, while shallower layers more purely signal
colour. Moreover, when the DNN was trained directly on the colour discrimination task from
scratch (i.e. without freezing the pre-trained weights), threshold patterns were symmetric, suggesting that the chromatic bias in the training images is crucial in developing the human-like
thresholds. These results suggest that the mysterious asymmetry in human colour discrimination
results from chromatic regularities in the real world, shedding light on how our visual experiences
shape a fundamental colour vision function.
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1. Color Appearance of Spatial Patterns Compared by Direct Estimation and
Conjoint Measurement
Frederic Devinck1 , Kenneth Knoblauch2,3,4
1

Université de Rennes, Rennes, France, 2 Inserm, Lyon, France, 3 Université Lyon 1, Lyon,
France, 4 University of South-Eastern Norway, Kongsberg, Norway

In primate cortical area V1, the neural responses underlying color perception are hypothesized
to depend on two classes of color-sensitive cells with different selectivities for color patterns.
Single-opponent cells respond best to chromatic patterns with low spatial frequencies and little
to high frequency chromatic patterns, while double-opponent cells are band-pass with response
fall-off to patterns at both low and high spatial frequencies. Nunez and colleagues (2018, 2021)
exploited this distinction to explore the relative contributions of these neural populations to color
perception using a hue estimation procedure. Direct estimation has been criticized as depending
on a number of subjective factors, such as an individual’s perception of numbers, rather than
simply the strength along a perceptual continuum. Here, we compared hue estimation with a
procedure that only requires ordering of pairs of stimuli rather than attributing numbers to them
in order to estimate a perceptual scale. We compared perceptual scales of color saturation as
obtained by direct estimation and maximum likelihood conjoint measurement (MLCM) for color
checkerboard patterns (preferential for double-opponent neurons) and uniform colored squares
(preferential for single-opponent neurons). For the MLCM procedure, observers judged on each
trial which of two stimuli that varied in color saturation and/or spatial pattern evoked the most
salient color. Based on a signal detection model, perceptual scale values for each pattern as
a function of contrast were estimated by maximum likelihood. For the direct estimation task,
observers were asked to rate the saturation level as a percentage indicating the chromatic sensation for each pattern and contrast. We also tested patterns varying only in luminance contrast.
The MLCM results confirmed those here and previously reported with estimation that the slope
of the checkerboard scale with cone contrast levels is steeper than that for the uniform square.
Similar results were obtained with patterns modulated only in luminance. With the exception of
two observers, the relative heights of the scales concurred across methods. Overall, observers
tended to generate more consistent data with MLCM and were more comfortable with the procedure. We propose that MLCM provides a more reliable scaling method than direct estimation
and provides less opportunity for subject-specific biases and strategies to intervene in perceptual
judgements.
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3. Colour Perception After Short-Term Adaptation to Natural and
Colour-Inverted Scenes
Beata E. Wozniak, John Maule, Anna Franklin, Jenny Bosten
University of Sussex, Brighton, United Kingdom
The distribution of colours in natural scenes is biased in blue-yellow direction. Colour discrimination in human participants has been observed to be poorest along the same colour axis suggesting a possible link between relatively low sensitivity to blue and yellow and the chromatic
statistics of natural environments. Here we investigate whether short-term adaptation to colourinverted images alters colour discrimination ellipses in the direction of the colour statistics of
the adapting scenes. We measured discrimination thresholds in 16 participants for 8 different
hues after short-term adaptation to natural and ‘colour reflected’ images. The images were collected with head-mounted and colour calibrated GoPro cameras to capture naturalistic viewing
angles and scene statistics. For the colour reflected images the chromaticities of all pixels in the
original images were reflected through the S/(L+M) axis of the MacLeod-Boynton chromaticity
diagram producing images with colour arrangements atypical for outdoor scenes. To measure
discrimination thresholds, we used a four-alternative forced-choice design with chromatic contrast adjusted according to a Bayesian staircase procedure. The thresholds obtained were plotted
in the MacLeod-Boynton chromaticity diagram and fit with discrimination ellipses. For the two
adaptation conditions, we extracted the angle and axis ratio (ratio of the negative diagonal to the
positive diagonal) of each participant’s discrimination ellipses and found very strong evidence
in support of the difference between the two conditions (Bayes Factor > 106 ). Consistent with
previous literature (e.g., Bosten, Beer & MacLeod, 2015, J. Vis., 15, 5), our participants showed
poorest sensitivity to chromatic contrast for blue and yellow hues after viewing natural images.
In contrast, we observed very little difference in sensitivity to chromatic contrast between individual hues after adaptation to the colour-reflected images. Our results imply that short-term
adaptation is sufficient to change the shape of colour discrimination ellipses. However, if adaptation were complete, we would expect discrimination ellipses, in the colour reflected condition, to
be reversed (elongated along a magenta-green axis). Instead, the round shape of the ellipse may
suggest, that some of the ‘blue-yellow bias’, driven by long-term adaptation to our natural environments, may persist even following short term adaptation to altered colour statistics.
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5. Achromatic Frame Effects on Colour and Lightness Constancy
Ausra Daugirdiene1 , Rytis Stanikunas1 , Remigijus Bliumas1 , Ian J. Murray2
1

Faculty of Philosophy, Vilnius University, Vilnius, Lithuania, 2 University of Manchester,
Manchester, United Kingdom

The ability to recognize that surfaces under different illuminants have the same reflectance is
termed lightness constancy, and this phenomenon is often discussed separately from the more
extensively investigated colour constancy. The literature says little about lightness constancy
in the context of colour constancy, despite the fact that lightness is universally accepted as a
property of a colour. In our research, colour constancy can be regarded as composed of chromatic
constancy and lightness constancy components. We wanted to determine the extent to which
lightness and reflectance are mapped during an asymmetric colour matching task. The effect of
a thin achromatic line (a white or black frame) around the test sample was tested. Previously we
reported that when the samples were outlined by a black frame, lightness constancy was increased
and chromatic constancy reduced. Here we extend these experiments to investigate the effects
of a light frame. We used an asymmetric colour matching paradigm, testing the chromaticity
and luminance shifts induced by two test illuminants, compared with viewing under a reference
illuminant (C). Test illuminants were standard iluminant A (orangy-reddish) and a pre-defined
illuminant S (sky blue). Stimuli were 40 computer-simulated Munsell samples (chroma 4, value
7) subtended 2o x 2o and were displayed on computer monitor surrounded by a neutral (N7)
background subtending 20o . Stimuli were presented dichoptically and matching was obtained by
adjusting hue, saturation and luminance. The presence or absence of a thin achromatic line (black
or white) around the stimulus was tested. The data suggest that the frame promotes accurate
mapping between luminance and reflectance, allowing the observer to discount the illumination
shifts induced by the test illuminant.
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7. Effect of the Hue Polarity on Spatial Suppression of the Perceived Color
Contrast
Hiromi Sato1 , Shohei Kamegawa1 , Isamu Motoyoshi2 , Yoko Mizokami1
1

Chiba University, Chiba, Japan, 2 The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

The apparent color contrast of a texture is reduced when surrounded by the texture with higher
color contrast. This phenomenon is called color contrast-contrast. Sato et al. (2012) revealed
that apparent contrast suppression is selective to the contrast polarity using achromatic contrastcontrast. Here, we investigated whether the color contrast-contrast is also selective to the hue
polarity of each axis in the DKL color space, a color space defined by the two cone-opponent
color channels. The stimuli consisted of test and matching stimuli. The test stimulus was a
circular texture region surrounded by an annular inducing texture. The central texture alone was
presented separately and used as a matching stimulus. Each texture was composed of elongated
blobs, and the hue of the background in each texture was always 180o off the blob in DKL color
space. The hue angle of the blob in the central texture of the test stimulus in DKL space was
either 45o , 135o , 225o , or 315o . The hue angle of the blob in the surrounding texture varied
from 0o to 360o around the hue angle of the central texture in 10 directions. The RMS contrast
of the central texture was 0.15, and that of the surrounding texture was 0.30. We measured the
point of subjective equality (PSE) for perceived color contrast (chroma) of the central texture of
the test stimuli. The observers were asked which of the test or matching stimulus appeared to
have a higher color contrast (2AFC). The color contrast of the matching stimulus was varied in
accordance with the staircase method. The result showed that the apparent color contrast of the
central texture was substantially reduced only when it was surrounded by textures of a similar
hue in the DKL color space, but not when it was surrounded by textures 180o off hue from the
central texture. However, the range of hue differences that induced color contrast suppression
varied depending on the hue angle of the central texture. That is, in some conditions, the color
contrast-contrast effect did not occur when the hue differed even slightly between the central and
the surrounding texture, while in other conditions, it still occurred even when the hue differed by
22.5o . Taken together, these results suggest that color contrast-contrast is hue polarity selective
as well as the achromatic contrast-contrast, and that not only the opponent-color channel but also
multiple channels may be involved in color contrast-contrast.
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9. Brightness Perception of Face Influenced by Differences of Skin Color and
Judgmental Criterion
Yuanyuan Haley He, Hiromi Sato, Yoko Mizokami
Chiba University, Chiba, Japan
Skin color varies among different ethnic groups, and it can range from dark to light and yellowish to reddish. The brightness perception of a face is influenced by skin color. It has been
reported that reddish skin appeared brighter than yellowish skin when both had the same lightness for Japanese observers. We further investigated how the brightness perception of a face
was influenced by the diversity of skin colors and observers. As a result, Thai and Korean observers showed an opposite trend from Japanese, and Chinese Europeans showed inconsistent
tendencies. There are several possibilities, such as an influence of ethnicity, environment, and
difference in the judgment criteria of brightness to the brightness perception. Here, we investigate the influence of the judgment criteria on the brightness perception of the face. We prepared
several original men and women faces of Caucasian, African, and Asian. The six original faces
are used to generate a test stimulus image set with constant lightness and different hue angles.
There are two scale stimuli: the uniform color patch oval image and face image. The skin color of
each test face was modified by changing the ratio of L*, a*, and b* from each original face. Scale
images had the hue angle corresponding to each original face color and different lightness. A
test image and a scale image were presented side by side on a color-calibrated display. Observers
sat in front of a display and adjusted the lightness of facial skin on the scale image to match the
appearance of the test image. We used two criteria for the judgment: brightness matching, same
in previous studies, and appearance matching without any explanation. In addition, we made an
impression evaluation of the face and recorded the eye movement and gaze positions by an eye
tracker during the experiment. The results of the face scale image and impression evaluation of
face showed a similar tendency to the previous studies. However, the result of the uniform color
patch was the opposite in both criteria, suggesting that the difference in brightness perception of
the face would not be due to the judgmental criterion. There are individual differences in the gaze
position on the face, implying which information of facial parts was used for the judgment would
play an important role in the brightness perception of the face.
Supported by JSPS KAKENHI JP16H01663, JP18H04183, JP21H05805
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11. Effect of the Color and Uniformly of Skin on the Conspicuousness of a
Pigmented Spot
Akane Takahashi1 , Yoko Mizokami2 , Hiromi Sato2
Chiba University, Chiba, Chiba, Japan
Facial impressions such as health and attractiveness depend on the homogeneity of the skin and
the presence of the pigmented spots. The prominence of spots is influenced by the number, area,
density, location, and redness of the skin. It was also reported that the conspicuousness of stains
in various skin tones is affected by the difference in lightness between the skin and the pigment.
However, these results were obtained on homogeneous skin, and there have barely been detailed
studies on the conspicuousness of pigmented spots on non-homogeneous skin. In this study,
we investigated the conspicuousness of pigmented spots when skin color was changed in the direction of increasing/decreasing hemoglobin and melanin and when the noise was added to the
skin. To modulate skin color, we used the results of a Monte Carlo simulation based on a 9-layer
skin model. The skin was divided into nine layers, and the spectral reflectance of the skin was
simulated by varying the amount of pigment in each layer, one absorbed by melanin and one
by hemoglobin. The composite images of faces and pigmented spots were used as stimuli. A
pigmented spot was located on the upper left cheek. A facial image of the average skin tone of
Japanese women with a single pigmented spot was used as a reference stimulus. The skin tone
of the test stimuli was modulated for melanin- and hemoglobin-increasing and decreasing directions in five steps, respectively. In addition, Gaussian noise was synthesized on the skin at five
levels of intensity to reproduce factors causing skin in homogeneities, such as fine spots, pores,
and uneven coloration. A non-noised face image with the average color of the noisiest skin was
used as a control stimulus to verify whether noise or overall lightness affected the appearance of
pigmented spots. The prominence of pigmented spots in each stimulus image was evaluated on a
10-point scale compared to the reference stimulus. The results showed the pigmented spots were
more visible when melanin in the pigmented spots increased, and melanin and hemoglobin in the
facial skin decreased. In addition, the pigmented spots became less noticeable as noise increased.
The spots in the control stimuli were less prominent than those in the stimuli with noise. This
suggests differences in the color and lightness of the skin and spots, and the homogeneity of the
skin contribute to the conspicuousness of a pigmented spot.
Supported by JSPS KAKENHI JP16H01663, JP18H04183, JP21H05805
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13. Sampling of Visual Information When Judging Compositional Aspects in
Abstract Art: Color and Balance
Doris I. Braun, Katja Doerschner
Giessen University, Giessen, Germany
We measured eye movements in ‘art-naı̈ve’ German participants during two perceptual tasks
while viewing abstract paintings. In experiment 1, a single painting was presented on the monitor
where the color of one painting element (target) was replaced by a neutral gray. Participants were
asked to adjust via key presses the target color according to their liking. Eye movements were
recorded during the entire trial. In experiment 2, they also viewed each painting, now in its
original color. By pressing ‘space’ the painting disappeared and a gray rectangle with the same
dimensions as the artwork appeared. Here, the participant had to move a disk with the mouse
to the location of the artwork’s perceived ‘balance point’. Eye movements were recorded only
during the viewing portion of the trial. In experiment 1, eye movements not only focused on the
target (as would be expected) but also on other areas in the artwork, suggesting that participants
‘sampled’ the colors of the painting for reference. In fact, for a subset of observers these sampled
areas contained the adjusted target color. In experiment 2, we found that fixations tended to
include the location of the perceived balance point. In both experiments, saccadic amplitudes
tended to vary with the spatial structure of the painting and the orientations of the observers’ scan
paths appeared to be related to the general composition of the respective artwork. In addition
to these overall patterns we also find marked individual differences in terms of overall dwelling
times.
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15. Comparing Color Concept With Emotion Color Preference Using
Psychophysical Interval Scale and Ranking Order Procedure
Carlo Martins Gaddi, Marcelo Fernandes da Costa
University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil
Experiment was conducted in 278 Brazilians volunteers (mean age = 30; SD = 1.02), which
consisted of ranking 8 solid color squares according to their degree of (i) personal preference; and
emotional content in an orthogonal opposed-polarity axes (ii) boring-exciting and (iii) tense-calm.
The purpose of this experiment was to verify discrepancies between the preferred color stimuli
with color concept measured using interval level psychophysics. We measure two emotional axes
to quantify these psychological dimensions and verify any possible quantitative relationship with
color preference. Two methods were used in conjunction for the construction of the scale. First,
the data were analyzed based on the Thurstone Ranking Order Scale Method, that calculate the
proportion of judgments that every stimulus is greater them other for every possible pair in the
series. These derived proportions were used to apply his Law of Comparative Judgment, using
the Case V, that assumes equal dispersions for all stimuli and evaluation of one stimulus along the
continuum does not influence the evaluation of the other in the paired comparison. Results shown
the following scale values (SD units) for personal preference Blue = 1.62; Purple = 1.27; Green
= 1.06; Red = 1.05; Orange = 0.91; Pink = 0.85; Yellow = 0.57; Brown = 0.0. For tense-calm
Red = 2.39; Yellow = 1.15; Orange, 1.02; Purple = 0.95; Blue = 0.80; Brown = 0.61; Green =
0.43; Pink = 0.0. For boring-exciting Brown = 2.34; Pink = 1.08; Orange 1.00; Purple = 0.87;
Green = 0.71; Yellow = 0.58; Blue = 0.42; Red = 0.0. Categorical-linear correlation between
color preference and color concept scale values r = 0.70 (p = 0.05). Tense-preference r = 0.13
(p = 0.75); boring-preference r = -0.75 (p = 0.03). Bluish hues are more preferred and yellowish
less, in line with the literature. Very similar psychophysical distance for green and red hues on
the preference scale was also observed in color concept measurement and could be interpreted as
having similar cognitive salience value. The high negative correlation between color preference
and boring-exciting means that higher the preference less the boring emotion. In quantifying
colors in emotional terms in a continuum interval scale, we better understand how perceptual
information and personal preference are psychological represented. The simplicity and high
precision of the procedure allow its applicability on large groups of different populations, in
which comparisons are desired.
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2. Tuning Functions of Cortical Colour Mechanisms Measured Using
Steady-State Visually Evoked Potentials
Dylan Watts, Katie Barnes, Lucy Somers, Jenny Bosten
University of Sussex, Brighton, East Sussex, United Kingdom
Colour information is thought to be received by the human primary visual cortex via two dominant retinogeniculate pathways, one (the parvocellular pathway) signals colour variation between
teal and red, and the other (the koniocellular pathway) signals colour variation between violet and
lime. This representation is then thought to be transformed in the cortex so that there are a number of different cell populations representing a greater variety of hues. However, the properties
of human cortical colour mechanisms are not well understood. We used a novel method measuring steady-state visually evoked potentials (SSVEPs) to characterise the tuning functions of
cortical colour mechanisms. We presented a checkerboard stimulus where the checks oscillated
in colour contrast, isoluminantly for each individual observer. Even checks oscillated between a
fixed hue (e.g. red) and equal energy white at one frequency (FA), while odd checks oscillated
at a different frequency (FB) between a variable ‘test hue’ and equal energy white. EEG was
recorded from each participant using a 64 channel ANT Neuro system, and data recorded from
posterior and occipital electrodes were analysed in the frequency domain. Specifically, we were
interested in measuring the amplitudes of ‘interaction harmonics’ which occur at ‘interaction’
frequencies between the stimulus frequencies or their harmonics (e.g. FA+FB). Such interaction
harmonics provide a method of measuring cortical tuning functions, as they are thought to occur when there is concurrent activation of the same neural mechanisms by stimuli oscillating at
different frequencies. Thus, our hypothesis was that the amplitudes of the interaction harmonics
could provide a measure of the extent to which the two oscillating hues are processed by shared
neural mechanisms. Our results show clear peaks in the frequency domain at FA and FB and
their harmonics, and also strong signals at interaction harmonics. We find that as the test hue becomes more dissimilar from the fixed hue, the amplitude of the interaction harmonic decreases,
implying that the neural mechanisms representing the two hues become more independent. In
this way we are able to measure the bandwidth in a chromaticity diagram of the tuning functions
of cortical colour mechanisms, and find that the half power bandwidth is about 45o (one eighth of
the full hue circle). We present tuning functions for different quadrants of the MacLeod-Boynton
diagram.
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4. Task-Specific Colour Representations in Convolutional Neural Nets
Jenny M Bosten, Angela Diyalagodan
University of Sussex, Brighton, East Sussex, United Kingdom
Convolutional neural nets (CNNs) have been increasingly used as models of cortical visual processing, yet their representations of colour have only recently begun to be explored. We trained
simple CNNs to perform different colour tasks and then probed them to investigate the colour
representations learned. Our training stimuli were a set of 5000 simple images each containing a
single coloured disc located at a random position on an achromatic background with random luminance. Each disc had a random luminance and a chromaticity selected from inside the Munsell
volume. CNNs were trained in two ‘colour-relevant’ conditions to (i) report the disc’s hue angle
(in La*b*) or (ii) report the disc’s colour name, and in three ‘colour-relevant conditions’ to report
(iii) the disc’s luminance, (iv) the disc’s spatial position, and (v) the background luminance. For
each training condition, 200 independent ‘instances’ of the same CNN were trained in order to
allow statistical comparisons. Colour representations within each trained CNN were investigated
using a set of 48 probe stimuli with chromaticities arranged in 3 concentric circles on a plane
in CIE La*b*. For each network layer, representational dissimilarity matrices were created for
the sets of node activities elicited by the probe stimuli, and each layer’s representational colour
space was visualised using multidimensional scaling. We found geometric representations of
chromaticity in each layer reminiscent of stimulus colour spaces, which became more complex
through the CNN’s hierarchy. For both lower and higher layers colour representations depended
significantly on task, but the differences were much more pronounced in higher layers. Colour
relevant training conditions produced colour representations that showed greater resemblance to
colour stimulus spaces than did colour irrelevant conditions. Also, for colour relevant conditions
the colour representations were more consistent over different instances of the trained network
than for colour irrelevant conditions. Nonetheless, networks trained on colour irrelevant tasks still
gained structured colour representations, probably because colour was actually still important for
these tasks for achieving figure-ground segmentation. CNNs may provide useful models for taskdependent colour representations measured using psychophysics or neuroimaging.
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6. Pixel-Wise Color Constancy in a Deep Neural Network Under Realistic
Illumination Images
Hamed Heidari-Gorji, Karl R. Gegenfurtner
Giessen University, Giessen, Germany
The ability of the human visual system to assign stable colors to objects regardless of illumination is critical for object recognition. This ability has been extensively studied in humans and
machines during the past few decades. However, comparisons and evaluations have been difficult due to a lack of large datasets with hyperspectral ground truth. We have recently evaluated
Deep Neural Network models of color constancy of an isolated object within a simple scene,
where the ground truth was generated by computer graphics (Flachot et al., Journal of Vision, in
press). Here, we extend this approach to completely recover the reflectance of each individual
pixel in a complex scene. We used the open-source spectral renderer engine called Mitsuba to
render training dataset images in seven illuminations, using over 1270 reflectance functions from
the Munsell dataset and ten material BRDFs (diffuse, rough diffuse, metal, rough metal, plastic, rough plastic, diffuse with smooth glass coating, plastic with smooth glass coating, diffuse
with rough glass coating, plastic with rough glass coating). Seven High Dynamic Range Image
(HDRI) have been used for environment and illumination. The HDRI is a 360o image that can be
wrapped around a 3D model for illuminating and background purposes. Each image contained
an object with varying colors and materials. The validation dataset was generated using the same
illuminations as the training dataset. Three hundred thirty Munsell chips from the World Color
Survey were used in the validation dataset. We used a convolutional U-Net model that is typically
used for image segmentation, to represent hue, brightness, and chroma of each pixel in its output.
Surface reflectance was recovered at each pixel by the model exceptionally well, with the average
absolute error for hue 1.21 of 80, for brightness it is 0.29 of 9.5, and for chroma it is 0.79 of 16.
The diffuse material had the smallest error, with plastic and metal leading to more errors. Glass
coating in particular, increased the error with all materials. While the model did generalize to
new illuminants, the error rate for such illuminants not used in training was higher. Overall, our
U-NET model is able to detect color well, independent of light and material.
Funding: This work was supported by the European Research Council (ERC) under the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant agreement no. 884116).
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8. Approbation of Color Vision Test for Computerized Vision Screening Protocol
Renārs Trukša, Zane Jansone-Langina, Sergejs Fomins, Ksenija Letko, Gunta Krumina
University of Latvia, Riga, Latvia
It is important to detect color vision defects in early childhood before the child goes to school.
The main purpose of color vision screening is to assess the existence of any deficiencies, inform
parents, help the child to find adaptive strategies for school and take them into account when planning for a future profession. Unknown color vision deficits can reduce learning abilities like color
symbols, color naming etc. Our aim was to perform approbation of a vision screening computerized color vision test and to evaluate its suitability for color vision defect detection. Our research
investigated 205 patients (mean age 18 ± 10 years). All the participants were students of the
University of Latvia. We measured color vision sensitivity with the vision screening computerized color vision test and compared the results with Hardy-Rand-Rittler (HRR) and Oculus Nagel
anomaloscope findings. The vision screening color vision test consists of 38 pseudoisochromatic
design plates. The participant’s task is to indicate where the figure is located - up; down; left;
right. The results indicate how severe is the color vision deficiency. Tests were done binocularly, at 40 cm, daily light conditions. All the tests were analyzed with ANOVA test (significance
level 5%). Computerized vision screening test detected 10.81% participants with color vision
deficits (tritan 5.41%; deutan 2.70%; protan 2.70%). HRR test results showed that 2.70% participants have color vision deficiency (protan - 2.70%) which coincides with the computerized color
screening test results. The test’s specificity is 0.87 compared to HRR. Anomaloscope screening
test results detected that 2% of the participants have a color deficiency which does not coincide
with computerized and HRR test results. The results show that the computerized color vision
test results do not fully match with neither HRR, nor anomaloscope test results. The difference
can be explained by incorrect lighting conditions. We did a pilot study (n=32) were the vision
screening test was done in scotopic conditions and the test specificity improved to 0.92 (HRR)
and 0.86 (anomaloscope). We must take into account and improve the color vision test because
during the full vision screening program (visual acuity, accommodation facility etc.) the light
conditions have to be constant and it will not be possible to change light conditions.
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10. Using Equiluminance to Characterize Individual Differences in Color Vision
Michael A. Crognale, Alex J. Richardson, Kassandra R. Lee, Michael A. Webster
University of Nevada, Reno, Reno, NV, USA
The presence of significant Individual differences in human color vision, even in individuals without a known color vision deficiency is well-established. The most common non-neural sources
of variation include differences in lens density, macular pigment, photopigments opsins, photoreceptor optical density, and relative cone numbers. Under conditions of natural observation, individual differences are often insignificant for behavioral tasks, likely due to the broad spectrum of
natural lighting and reflectance. However, variability among observers can be a problem in color
reproduction, particularly with more advanced displays that employ narrow-band primaries. Ideally, one would be able to easily calibrate such a display to an individual’s color vision and insure
accurate color reproduction. Unfortunately, careful characterization of color vision would normally require the acquisition of complete color matching and luminosity functions, conferring a
high cost in time, equipment, and expertise. It is also true that the major sources contributing to
differences in color vision also affect luminosity and should be reflected in equiluminance settings that are far more convenient to obtain. In a cone-opponent color space, changes in color
vision and luminosity are evidenced as a rotation of the opponent axes and tilt within the equiluminant plane, respectively. 1) We show through modeling that tilts in the equiluminant plane are
correlated with rotations in the S and LM axes; 2) We then discuss empirical tests of these predictions, which include testing in the fovea and periphery to examine within-observer differences
in spectral sensitivity; 3) Predicted effects were found along the S axis but not the LM, either
because of errors in the model or variability in the measurements; 4) These results show the potential for capturing differences in color vision from simple luminance measurements which are
already routinely used to calibrate stimuli for individual observers.
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12. Treatment of Hypothyroidism With Levothyroxine Eliminates the Colour
Discrimination Impairment Along Blue-Yellow Axis in Patients With
Hypothyroidism as Assessed by the Farnsworth Munsell 100 Hue Test
Kalina Racheva1 , Tsvetalin Totev1 , Emil Natchev2 , Raymond Beirne3 ,
Margarita Zlatkova1,3
1

Institute of Neurobiology, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria, 2 Department of
Endocrinology, Medical University, Sofia, Bulgaria, 3 University of Ulster, Coleraine, United
Kingdom

There is evidence that the reduced level of thyroid hormones (hypothyroidism) causes sensory
impairments, including reports of visual effects. However, it is not clear how hypothyroidism affects colour vision in humans. In our previous study, using the Farnsworth–Munsell 100 hue test
(FM-100),
it was found that the hypothyroid group had significantly higher partial error scores
Ô
( P ES) along the blue-yellow (B-Y) axis than to the red-green (R-G) axis, compared
Ô to the
controls, while there was no statistically significant difference in the total error score ( T ES)
between these groups [Racheva et al. (2020), JOSA 37(4), A18–A25]. The aim of this study was
to determine if this colour vision impairment remains after treatment with synthetic thyroxine
for an extended period of time. The assessment of colour discrimination with the FM-100 test
was reassessed in both groups, after the hypothyroid group has been treated with levothyroxine for at least one year, and all had reached biochemical euthyroidism. In total 16 participants
with hypothyroidism
(ages 32-55) and 22 age-matched control subjects completed the study The
Ô
average T ES for the hypothyroid group before and after treatment was not significantly different (t(15)=0.53, p=0.604). There was no significant change in performance in the control group
when the 100 hue test was repeated (t(20)=0.768, p=0.452), indicating
Ô no significant training effect for this test. Similar to the previous results, the
Ôdifference in the T ES between the groups
was not statistically significant (t(35), p=0.937). P ES along the B-Y axis were significantly
reduced after the treatment
Ô for the hypothyroid group, compared to the results before the treatment, approaching R-G P ES. A two-way ANOVA with group (hypothyroid group or control
group) and colour axis (B-Y, R-G) as factors showed no significant main effect of the group (F
(1, 73)=0.036; p=0.85), or colour axis, and no statistical significance of their interaction (F (1,73
)=1.246; p=0.268). These results indicate that the participants from the two groups (treated hypothyroidism and controls) performed similarly to each other along both colour axes. The present
results show that long term treatment with synthetic thyroxine can reverse the colour discrimination impairment along the B-Y axis measured in patients with untreated hypothyroidism.
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14. Trichromatic Image Enhancement for Dichromats via Achromatic
Watermark Blending
Paul V. Maximov1 , Anastasia P. Sarycheva1,2 , Valentina P. Bozhkova1 , Anton S.
Grigoryev1 , Mikhail A. Povolotskiy1 , Mikhail K. Tchobanou3 Dmitry P. Nikolaev1
1

Institute for Information Transmission Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow,
Russian Federation, 2 Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Moscow, Russian
Federation, 3 Moscow Research Center, Huawei Technologies Ltd., Moscow, Russian Federation
Color vision deficiency (CVD) caused by missing or malfunctioning cone cells affects the ability
of an individual to distinguish certain colors. This may result in loss of important visual information when observing the content aimed at people with normal color vision (NCV). To improve the
quality of life for people with CVD, the algorithms for image recoloring are being actively developed. Such algorithms are supposed to make the information set by color in an original image
perceivable by an individual with CVD. This implies solving two incorrect problems. First, making confusing colors CVD-distinguishable, while not obscuring other color pairs. No such color
transform exists. State-of-the-art methods solve this problem by considering image transform
instead of simple position-independent color transform. Second, ensuring naturalness: a person
with CVD should perceive any object on a recolored image with little to no difference compared
to the original image. The main issue throughout the existing methods is that requirement of
making two colors distinguishable while preserving the naturalness of both is contradictory. The
problem is even more challenging if we consider a joint quality assessment of a resulting image
for people with CVD and with NCV. We investigate an approach to image recoloring which relies
on changing the achromatic component of the original image to improve details clarity lost due
to CVD while simultaneously preserving naturalness for both CVD and NCV observers. Our
method is similar to the visible image watermarking technique. The watermarks that do not significantly distort the original image are achromatic (luminance) overlays: transparent grayscale
images blended with the original image. Hence, the mathematical problem we are solving is
finding the grayscale overlay that properly modifies the color contrast of every neighboring pixel
pair. To construct such an overlay, we use gradient descent optimization in the image space.
Using a dataset featured in previous works on image recoloring for dichromats, we illustrated
that our method yields superior results in terms of the Chromatic Difference (CD) metric, which
indicates excellent naturalness-preserving capabilities. In addition, in terms of the Root Mean
Square (RMS) contrast preservation metric, our method shows similar results to state-of-the-art
algorithms.
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